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Branding is an important marketing strategy involving the usage of several 
dimensions of consumer behavior and perceptions. With the advent of organized 
retailing brands not only compete within the same shop space but also with the stores 
bringing out their own brands. The study attempts to find consumer perception and 
attitude towards acceptance of Store Brands Vis-a-vis National Brands in menswear 
segment of Indian apparel market. The study attempts to find the same in various 
cities of India reflecting different geographical regions, cultures and demographic 
backgrounds. 
Background 
Retailing, one of the largest sectors in the global economy, is going through a 
transition phase not only in India but also the world over. For a long time, the comer 
grocery store or the traditional textile shop are only choices available to the consumer, 
especially in urban areas. This is slowly giving way to international formats of 
organized retailing. These include life style and fashion segments, sportswear / 
accessories, books / music / gifts, super markets/grocery chains, fast food chains etc. 
The emergence of retailing in India has more to do with increase in the purchasing 
power of buyers, especially post liberalization, increase in product variety and also 
increase in the economies of scale, resulting from the use of modem supply and 
distribution management solutions and merchandising practices. In India retailing has 
caught up in a big way. There is a growing presence of retail stores like 'Shoppers 
Stop', 'Lifestyle' etc. in different parts of India. Organized retailing is emerging 
rapidly in most of the major cities of India. However, the Mecca of Indian retailing is 
undoubtedly 'Chennai' (Images Fashion, April, 2003). A variety of factors seem to 
influence the growth in the retail industry. Consumer pull seems to be the most 
important driving factor behind the sustenance of the industry. According to India 
Retail Report 2009, the size of the India retail market in 2006 was Rs. 12,00,000 
crores which increased to Rs. 13,30,000 crores in 2007 (10.8% YOY growth). 
Similarly the size of organized retail market was Rs. 55,000 crores in 2006 increased 
to Rs. 78,300 crores by 2007 (42.4% YOY growth). Organized retail constituted only 
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4.58% of total India retail market size in 2006 and same has increased to 5.88 % in 
2007. This highlights tremendous scope for the growth of organized retailing in India. 
As organized retailing became more and more successful, several retailers started 
their own private labels or store brands. Some of these retailers sell both national 
brands as well as store brands. Retailers own, control and exclusively sell store 
brands. Retailers take on all the responsibility for store brands, from development, 
sourcing, and warehousing to merchandising and marketing. 
In case of national brands, however, the retailers' decisions are influenced and driven 
by brand manufacturers. Private labels and store brands are an important source of 
profits for retailers and store brands create a formidable source of competition for 
national brands. In India, especially in apparel and fashion segment, Shoppers Stop 
has been the pioneer retail chain, followed by chains of stores like Lifestyle, Globus, 
Ebony, etc. These retail chains are multi brand outlets (MBOs), selling national 
brands as well as their own store brands. For example Shoppers Stop is very keen to 
promote their private label STOP, Lifestyle takes their own brand CODE very 
seriously as these are an important source of profits for their respective stores. 
Research Methodology and Design 
Statement of Problem 
Without a deeper understanding of consumers' perception and attitudes towards 
national brands vs. store brands, formulation of appropriate strategies for either 
national brands or store brands would be difficult. As organized retailing evolved in 
Indian market, retailers have seen the importance and advantage of introducing store 
brands. This has led to the national brands vs. store brands competition. This 
competition is mainly on the grounds of price, quality and exclusivity. The literature 
review indicates consumers' perception and attitude also play an important role in 
gaining competitive advantage. There are several studies exploring different angles of 
this research problem across the globe. However, there are no reported studies in 
India researching into consumers' perception and attitude of national brands vs. store 
brands, especially in apparel market. This study aims to understand Indian consumers' 
perception and attitude toward national brands vs. store brands of menswear apparel 
category. 
Research Objectives 
This study addresses following research objectives. 
i) To investigate the influence of demographic factors on customers' buying 
behavior for national and store brands. 
ii) To investigate the influence of demographic factors on customers' rating 
for display and sale assistance of national and store brands; and display 
influence on customers' buying decision. 
iii) To analyze the influence of geographical regions (Cities) on customers' 
perception of national brands vs. store brands of menswear apparel 
category. 
iv) To analyze the influence of geographical regions (Cities) customers' 
attitude toward national brands vs. store brands of menswear apparel 
category.. 
v) To analyze customers' perception of national brands vs. store brands of 
menswear apparel category In India. 
vi) To analyze customers' attitude toward national brands vs. store brands of 
menswear apparel category in India. 
vii)To Investigate customers' acceptance of national brands vs. store brands 
of menswear apparel category in India. 
viii) To suggest measures to be adopted by the marketers formulating 
marketing strategies of national brands and store brands. 
Scope of the study 
The focus of the this research in on apparel market of India, menswear market in 
specific, as menswear brands are more evolved and matured as compared to other 
categories of apparels. In this study the terms store brands and private labels are used 
interchangeably, though some private labels are not evolved into brands. Further, all 
brands other than private labels, that is national and international brands are termed as 
National Brands as far as this research is concerned. The study covers consumers in 
following cities of India. Ahmedabad, Benguluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, 
Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. 
Research Design 
Hypotheses testing 
Following hypotheses are set to test the relationship between various demographic 
factors and buying behavior aspects. 
Customers' awareness of difference between national brands and store brands. 
Ho I: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on gender 
Ho2: TTjere is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Ho3: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on educational qualification 
Ho4: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on age 
Ho5: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on monthly income 
Customer buying behavior 
Ho6: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on gender 
Ho7: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on city (geographic region) 
Ho8: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on educational qualification 
Ho9: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on age 
Ho 10: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on monthly income 
Holl: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on gender 
Ho 12: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on city 
(geographic region) 
Ho 13: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on age 
Ho 14; There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on 
educational qualification. 
Hol5; JTtere is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on monthly 
income 
Hoi6; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with 
respect to national brands and store brands based on gender 
Hoi7; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with 
respect to national brands and store brands based on city (geographic region) 
HQI 8; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect 
to national brands and store brands based on educational qualification 
Hoi 9; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect 
to national brands and store brands based on age 
Ho20; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect 
to national brands and store brands based on monthly income 
Impact of demographic factors on 
1. Influence of display on customers' buying decision 
Ho21; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on gender 
Ho22; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on city (geographic region) 
Ho23.- There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on educational qualification 
Ho24; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on age 
Ho25.- There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on monthly income 
To analyze 
1. Impact of demographic factors on customers' preference for national 
Brands vs. store brands. 
2. Association between customers' buying pattern of national brands and 
store brands; and customers' preference for national brands vs. store 
Brands. 
The following hypotheses are set. 
Ho26.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on gender 
Ho27.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Ho28.' There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on educational qualification 
Ho29.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on age 
Ho30.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on monthly income 
Ho31 .• There is no significant association between customers' buying pattern of 
national brands and store brands and customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands. 
Influence of demographic factors on 
1. customers' rating for the display of national brands and store brands 
2. customers' rating for sale assistance of national brands and store brands 
These are proposed to be studied using chi-square tests. 
Geographical influence on customers' perception and attitude toward national 
brands vs. store brands 
Chi square tests have been done between city and customers' response to various 
perceptual and attitudinal questions to check geographical influence on customers' 
perception and attitude toward national brands vs. store brands. 
Instrument Development 
Utilizing the information from focus group discussions a structured questionnaire was 
developed. The first part of the questionnaire was designed to collect demographic 
details like age, gender, city, educational qualification and income. Second part of the 
questionnaire was aimed at collecting information on their brand purchases, 
awareness of the difference between store brands and national brands, and their brand 
purchase habits. The third part was designed to collect perception responses based on 
attributes and brands identified during the focus group discussions. The attributes 
identified zit-color/print, design/style, comfort, fabric, Jit, price and Exclusivity. 
National brands identified are-
Arrow, Van Heusen, Zodiac, Color Plus, Excalibur, Peter England, Louis Philippe, 
Allen Solly, Park Avenue, and Provogue. 
Store brands identified are-
Stop, John Miller, West Side, Club Hopper, Fame Forever, Mario Zegnoti, Marks 
&Spencer's, Code, Forca and Life. 
Next part of the questionnaire was built to get the ratings from respondents on factors, 
as identified in the pre study, influencing store brand purchase as well as influence of 
merchandise display on purchase decision. Then a specific question was incorporated 
to find out respondents' preference for store brands vs. national brands. The final 
section of the questionnaire constitutes five point likert scale responses for attitude 
measurement toward national brands vs. store brands. There are 38 likert scale 
responses on respondents' attitude towards national brands vs. store brands on color, 
design, price, quality, and value for money, performance etc. In all there are 14 
questions. 
Pilot study 
A pilot study has been conducted in Hyderabad city by researclier and enumerators. 
Judgmental sampling technique was used. Sampling method was mall intercept. 15 
respondents were contacted. 15 usable questionnaires were collected finally. Based on 
feedback on pilot study questionnaire was fine tuned and sequencing of questions was 
also changed, the reliability and validity of the questionnaire was also tested. 
Data collection, Sampling Procedure and Questionnaire Administration 
Primary data was collected through structured and tested questionnaire. 
Population of the study is the customers of menswear, mostly men and occasionally 
women purchasing for husband /brother/ other family members/ friends, preferably 
aware of the difference between store brands and national brands. 
Sampling technique and method of administration-
Sampling technique used was judgment sampling. Sampling method was mall 
intercept method, wherein customers constituting sample are intercepted outside 
shopping mall. The questionnaires were administered by the researcher and 
enumerators who explained questionnaire and its purpose to the customers and 
requested to fill the instruments. Occasionally questionnaires were filled in by 
enumerators based on customers' responses. Since this is a questionnaire on 
menswear, few questionnaires were separately titled addressing the female 
respondents with content being the same. 
Sample was drawn from different cities of India, representing different geographical, 
cultural and demographic milieu. The cities selected were Ahmedabad, Bangalore, 
Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, and Pune. Total eight cities were 
selected. To each city 120 questionnaires were allocated with an expectation of 
getting back approximately 50 percent usable questionnaires in the end. 
The primary data collected from a total of 504 respondents from eight cities is 
analyzed statistically using SPSS software. The data analysis included hypothesis 
testing and factor analysis. Chi square test and cross tabulation was used for testing 
the hypotheses. Factor analysis was also used to reduce factors to a manageable limit. 
Limitations: 
The study is limited to menswear apparel market in India. It is also limited to the 
cities of Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and 
Pune. The study covered only those customers who generally shop in malls and 
organized retail outlets in up market areas in these cities. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The main findings from the field study establish clear linkages to city based 
preferences in some factors of consumer buying behavior as summarized below: 
Influence of demograpliic factors on customers' buying behavior. 
Awareness of difference between national brands and store brands. 
The results of the cross tabulation and chi-square test indicate that gender and city of 
the respondent have an impact on customers' awareness of difference between 
national brands and store brands. Age, monthly income and educational qualification 
have no influence on customers' awareness of the same. Cross tabulation indicates 
that the awareness is more in Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad and 
it is low in Bangalore. The awareness is more in men compared with women. 
Customers' Preferred Shopping Destination 
• Cross tabulation and chi-square tests of customers' choice of shopping 
destination with demographic factors reveal that City alone has influence on 
customers' preference of shopping destination. Cross tabulation indicates that 
the majority of respondents from Kolkata prefer Multi Brand Outlets, 
respondents from Chennai and Mumbai prefer factory outlet and respondents 
from Delhi prefer exclusive outlets as their shopping destination. Cross 
tabulation also revealed that the preference for exclusive outlets is increasing 
with increase in age group and income. 
Nature of purchase decision 
Results from chi-square tests would indicate that none of the demographic factors 
had significant influence on nature of purchase decision. Cross tabulation reveals 
following subtle differences. 
• Women are a little more evaluative of options available when compared to 
men. 
• Respondents from Bangalore are more inclined to pre-determined mode of 
purchase when compared to those from other cities. 
• Respondents from Mumbai show significant inclination towards impulse 
buying when compared to those from other cities. 
Buying pattern with respect to national brands and store brands 
Influence of demographic factors is tested by chi square tests. The results reveal that 
gender, city and educational qualification have an impact on the buying pattern. 
Following are the observations from cross tabulation. 
• The tendency to buy both national brands and store brands is more in women 
as compared to men. 
• The tendency to buy national brands only is more among men as compared 
with women. 
• Respondents from Delhi are more inclined to buy national brands only 
compared to those from other cities. 
• Number of respondents who are inclined to buy store brands only is 
significant in case of Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad compared to other 
cities. 
• Respondents from Chennai and Hyderabad have high tendency to buy both 
national and store brands. 
• Chennai and Mumbai respondents buy more unbranded apparel than those 
from other cities. 
. * * 
• A Significant number of graduates are inclined to buy only store brands 
compared to post graduates and professionals, who can afford are more brand 
conscious and can also afford the higher priced brands. 
Effect of display on buying decision. 
The results show that in this also, only city has influence on buying decision being 
affected by display. The other demographic factors have no influence. Cross 
tabulation reveals following observations. 
• Very high level of display influence on purchase decision is seen in case of 
Mumbai. 
• Influence of display is very significant in case of Hyderabad 
• Influence of display is on lower side in case of Kolkata. 
Customers' rating for national brands display and store brand display. 
Chi-square test is used to find out influence of demographic factors on customers' 
rating for the display of national brands and store brands indicate that only city has 
an influence on customers rating for the display of national brands as well as store 
brands. Other demographic factors are of no significance. Following observations are 
made from cross tabulation. 
• Delhi and Bangalore respondents have given better rating for national brands 
display compared to those from other cities. 
• Respondents from Kolkata gave more neutral rating for national brand display 
• Respondents from Mumbai and Ahmedabad gave better rating for store brand 
display in comparison to that given by those from other cities. 
Significant number of respondents from Kolkata gave neutral rating to store brand 
display. 
Rating for sale assistance of national brands and store brands. 
The influence of demographic factors on customers' rating for the sale assistance of 
national brands and store brand is tested by chi square tests. The results indicate that 
in this case also only city has a significant influence and other demographic factors 
have no significance. Careful observation of cross tabulation reveals following points. 
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• Respondents from Delhi have given much better rating for sale assistance of 
national brands. 
• Significant numbers of respondents from Kolkata have rated neutral for sale 
assistance of national brands. 
• Respondents from Mumbai rated sale assistance of store brands much better 
than those from other cities. 
• Significant number of respondents from Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata have 
rated neutral for sale assistance of national brands. 
Geographical influence (city) on customers' perceptions of national brands vs. 
store brands. 
A high level of significance is indicated by the results suggesting that customers' 
perceptions are influenced by city. A total of 140 chi square tests conducted for this 
purpose. 
Geographical influence (city) on customers' attitudes toward national brands vs. 
store brands. 
A series of chi square tests conducted to analyze the influence of geographical factor 
on attitudinal responses of customers. A high level of significance is indicated by the 
results suggesting customers' attitudes are strongly influenced by city. This is one of 
the major findings of the study, with consequent implications for the merchandisers, 
marketers and retailers of both national and store brands. Previous conclusions related 
customers buying behavior also reveal high level of geographical significance. 
Customers' perception of national brands and store brands. 
Perceptual attributes related to selected national and store brands. 
The results of the factor analysis of national brand perceptual attribute rating by 
customers' reveal that Van Heusen, Louis Philippe, ColorPlus and Excalibur seem to 
dominate the menswear market. Whereas Zodiac, Peter England, Park Avenue, seem 
to be least preferred by the respondents. 
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The results of the factor analysis of store brand perceptual attribute rating by 
customers' reveal that Code and Life seem to dominate the menswear store brand 
market. The respondents seem to prefer other store brands more or less equally. 
Customers rating for brand attributes of national b>'ands and store brands. 
The results of the factor analysis indicate that for both national and store brands 
respondents have highest priorities for availability, value for money and price. The 
respondents seem to least prefer comfort for both national and store brands. Indicating 
that customers are looking for availability of appropriate merchandise especially with 
respect to size, value for money and price be it national brand or store brand. 
Factors influencing tlie store brand purchase. 
The results of the factor analysis indicate that Advertising, display, convenience and 
family and friends have higher priority. The other factors are more or less equal in 
influence. 
Customers' attitudes toward national and store brands 
Store brands are preferred for party wear, value for money, for colors, availability, 
daily wear, wrinkle free and performance whereas national brands preferred for self 
designs, stripes, checks, popularity, familiarity, adaptability to lifestyle, 
differentiation, design, special occasions, for all seasons. 
Customers' preference for national brands vs. store brands. 
Like in previous case only city has significant influence and other demographic 
factors have no influence, as is revealed in chi square tests. Following points may be 
noted from cross tabulation. 
• Men are little more inclined towards national brands and women are little 
more inclined towards store brands in comparison to each other. 
• Respondents from Pune, Chennai and Mumbai have more preference to 
national brands than those from other cities. 
• Respondents from Delhi, Kolkata and Bangalore have low preference for 
national brands. 
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• Respondents from Kolkata and Delhi are relatively more inclined towards 
store brands in comparison to those from other cities. 
• Store brand preference seems to increase with educational qualification. 
Highest preference is found with those who are professionally qualified. 
Indicating more acceptances of store brands among better educated. 
Data analysis indicates strong association between customers' buying pattern of 
national brands and store brands and customers' preference for national brands vs. 
store brands. A high level of significance is found between these two factors. This 
indicates congruence in the customers' response to related questions. 
Recommendations 
There are significant implications for marketers, merchandisers and retailers of 
national and store brands of menswear apparel from this study. 
• Awareness of the difference between national and store brands is strongly 
influenced by gender and the geography. Preferred shopping destination is 
significantly different in different geographical regions. For example 
respondents from Delhi region prefer exclusive outlets; those from Kolkata 
prefer multi brand outlets. Preference for exclusive outlets as a shopping 
destination is found more in high income groups and increases with the age 
group of the respondents. None of the demographic factors influence the 
nature of purchase decision. Gender, city and education influence buying 
pattern of national brands and store brands. The marketers of both national 
brands and store brands need to take into cognizance of the fact that customers 
in different geographical regions are significantly different with respect to 
their buying behavior. National brands and store brands marketers follow 
uniform strategies across India. In view of these findings they need to adopt 
geographic specific marketing and merchandising strategies. 
• Influence of display on buying decision, rating for display of national brands 
and store brands and rating for the sale assistance of national brands and store 
brands are significantly influenced by geographic region. While display is 
found to influence the buying decision of the customers in all cities except 
Kolkata, where respondents are more or less neutral to display. Respondents 
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from Kolkata are neutral in their rating of display of national and store brands 
as well as sale assistance of national brands and store brands. Respondents 
from Delhi region have rated favorably for the display and sale assistance of 
national brands. Respondents from Mumbai have rated favorably the display 
and sale assistance of store brands. The marketers and retailers of national and 
store brands may take these findings into consideration and accordingly 
improve the display and sale assistance. While retailers of these brands in 
Kolkata may not invest more in display and rather find out some other ways of 
influencing the customers. 
Customers' perceptions of national brands and store brands attributes are 
found to be significantly influenced by geographical factor. Thus customers 
differ in their perceptions of national and store brands by geographical region. 
Similar finding is obtained with respect to customers' attitudes toward national 
and store brands. This is one of the major implications of this study. This 
clearly shows that the marketers and merchandisers of national and store 
brands need to understand the geographical and cultural milieu of the 
customers and accordingly formulate marketing and merchandising strategies. 
Uniform strategies for vast country like India are no more effective. 
Another major implication of the study is that the customers' have high 
priority for availability, value for money and price, be it a national brand or a 
store brand. The marketers, merchandisers and retailers of national and store 
brands need to ensure availability right colors, designs and especially sizes at a 
competent price giving value for money. 
Advertising, display, convenience and family & friends found to be important 
in store brand purchase influence. The marketers of store brands may take 
these into consideration while planning their brand communication mix. 
Customers' attitudinal study reveal store brands are preferred for value for 
money, partywear, colors, availability, dailywear and wrinklefree, whereas 
national brands preferred for self designs, stripes, checks, popularity, 
familiarity adaptability to lifestyle, differentiation. These are significant 
implications for national and store brands. These implications may be taken 
seriously and consolidate on factors they are already strong and improve on 
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factors where they are weak so that they can satisfy customers and face 
competition effectively. 
• While the analysis of data shows that store brands are gaining acceptance, 
national brands are still strong in customers' mind space. Respondents from 
Kolkata and Delhi more favorably inclined to accept store brands in 
comparison with those from other cities. The buying pattern of national and 
store brands indicate that graduates are more inclined to buy store brands 
compared to more educated respondents. But when questioned on preference 
of national brands vs. store brands it Is found that Store brands are better 
accepted among more educated. This means that there is more potential 
business from more educated customers than what it is now. This is a major 
implication for store brand marketers and they should devise strategies to 
encash this latent demand. These implications carry immense value for both 
national brands and store brands. Store brands marketers should realize that 
though store brands are gaining acceptance, national brands are still strongly 
entrenched in customers' mind space and need to evolve appropriate strategies 
to dislodge them. They need also to focus on geographical regions where store 
brands' acceptance is comparatively low. National brands marketers should 
now realize that their brands are going to face an intense competition in near 
future from store brands. Hence, they should devise strategies proactively. 
Scope for future research: 
1. Research for a more in depth understanding of customers in different 
geographical regions of India. 
2. Further study on customers' expectation of brands in different geographical 
regions. 
3. Study on how the competition of national brands and store brand would affect 
top line and bottom line of a store's business. 
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Preface 
The research on 'Acceptance of National versus Store Brands in the Apparel Market: 
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Branding is an important marketing strategy involving the usage of several 
dimensions of consumer behavior and perceptions. With the advent of organized 
retailing brands not only compete within the same shop space but also with the stores 
bringing out their own brands. The study attempts to find consumer perception and 
attitude towards acceptance of Store Brands Vis-a-vis National Brands in menswear 
segment of Indian apparel market. The study attempts to find the same in various 
cities of India reflecting different geographical regions, cultures and demographic 
backgrounds. 
1.1 Background 
Retailing, one of the largest sectors in the global economy, is going through a 
transition phase not only in India but also the world over. For a long time, the comer 
grocery store or the traditional textile shop are only choices available to the consumer, 
especially in urban areas. This is slowly giving way to international formats of 
organized retailing. The traditional food and grocery segment has seen the emergence 
of super markets / grocery chains fast food chains etc. 
However, it is in the non food segment that foray has been made into a variety of 
sectors. These include life style and fashion segments, sportswear / accessories, 
books/ music / gifts etc. 
The emergence of retailing in India has more to do with increase in the purchasing 
power of buyers, especially post liberalization, increase in product variety and also 
increase in the economies of scale, resulting from the use of modern supply and 
distribution management solutions and merchandising practices. In India retailing has 
caught up in a big way. There is a growing presence of retail stores like 'Shoppers 
Stop", 'Lifestyle' etc in different parts of India. Organized retailing is emerging 
rapidly in most of the major cities of India. However, the Mecca of Indian retailing is 
undoubtedly 'Chennai' (Images Fashion, April, 2003). What was once considered a 
traditional, conservative and cost conscious market proved to be the home ground for 
most of the successful retail stores like Lifestyle, Shoppers Stop, Globus, Food World, 
Health and Glow etc. 
A variety of factors seem to influence the growth in the retail industry. Consumer pull 
seems to be the most important driving factor behind the sustenance of the industry. 
According to India Retail Report 2009, the size of the India retail market in 2006 was 
Rs. 12,00,000 crores which increased to Rs. 13,30,000 crores in 2007 (10.8% YOY 
growth). Similarly the size of organized retail market was Rs. 55,000 crores in 2006 
increased to Rs. 78,300 crores by 2007 (42.4% YOY growth). Organized retail 
constituted only 4.58% of total India retail market size in 2006 and same has 
increased to 5.88 % in 2007. This highlights tremendous scope for the growth of 
organized retailing in India. 
As organized retailing became more and more successful, several retailers started 
their own private labels or store brands. Some of these retailers sell both national 
brands as well as store brands. Retailers own, control and exclusively sell store 
brands. Retailers take on all the responsibility for store brands, from development, 
sourcing, and warehousing to merchandising and marketing. 
In case of national brands, however, the retailers' decisions are influenced and driven 
by brand manufacturers. Private labels and store brands are an important source of 
profits for retailers and a formidable source of competition for national brands. In 
India, especially in apparel and fashion segment, Shoppers Stop has been the pioneer 
retail chain, followed by chains of stores like Lifestyle, Globus, Ebony, etc. These 
retail chains are multi brand outlets (MBOs), selling national brands as well as their 
own store brands. For example Shoppers Stop is very keen to promote their private 
label STOP, Life Style takes their own brand CODE very seriously as these are an 
important source of profits for their respective stores. 
1.2 Private Labels and Store Brands 
According to Johnson and Moore (2001) labels are mainly of three types. They are as 
follows. 
Label Type T. A working designer's own name, for example Satya Paul. 
Label Type 2: A brand or name that is different from those who design the line. There 
are three different versions of labels of this type. 
Label Type 2A: A Generic Trademark. Brand names such as Nike, Reebok, Arrow etc. 
These are trademarks established by the wholesalers / manufacturers that are used to 
identify their products. 
Label Type 2B: A Former Designer's Name. These brands are names of real people 
who are no longer involved in the designing or merchandising of the lines. For 
example Levi Strauss invented blue jeans during the 1848, his descendants still own 
and operate the company. Some more examples in this category are Christian Dior, 
Gianni Versace etc. 
Label Type 2C: A Licensed Name. Some working designers license their names to 
other companies. This means that, in return for a fee, they will give another company 
the right to put their name on the merchandise that the company makes. This will 
usually be arranged with a company that makes a category of merchandise totally 
different from what the designer usually makes. Many designers, including Ralph 
Lauren, Calvin Klein and Donna Karan license their names to other companies. 
Label Type 1 and Label type 2 consists of designer labels and national brands. In 
Indian fashion business so far only label type 1 are existing. National brands like 
Color Plus, international brands like Arrow etc are widely prevalent. 
Label Type 3: Private Label. Private labels essentially eliminate the role of the 
wholesaler. In case of private labels the tasks of designing the collections, production 
co-ordination, and merchandizing are performed by individuals who work directly for 
the retail store. They do not need to sell their line to the buyer because they are the 
buyer. There are two versions of private label, namely, 
Label Type 3A: A Private Label- Only Store: Private label retailers are the stores that 
only carry merchandise with their own label. Usually the name on the door is same as 
the one on the clothing. All styles in these stores have been developed and sourced by 
their own product development teams. Examples include Gap, Limited in U.S and 
Westside in India. These stores have raised private brand development to a new level. 
The unified vision and control of the product, store environment and advertising have 
allowed them to project strong brand image. 
Label TypeSB: Private Labels in Department and Discount Stores: Department and 
discount stores carry designer and national brands, which can be bought at many 
different stores in a given trading area. But they also carry their own private labels 
exclusive to each store. Examples are St. John's bay of J.C. Penney, Faded Glory of 
Wal- Mart ( In U.S) Stop brand of Shoppers Stop, Life brand of Lifestyle (in India). 
There are advantages as well as disadvantages of private labels. 
Advantages: 
1. Exclusivity. This probably is the prime reason given for private label. No other 
store carries these items of merchandise; giving some exclusivity to store's 
merchandise. The store does not have to put on sale the minute the competitor 
does. 
2. Control. A good brand name has a consistent fit and consistent level of quality 
so that consumers can count on it season after season. The retailer would have 
better control over product development, production co-ordination, 
merchandising and inventory management in case of private labels. 
3. Profit. Profitability goes hand in hand with exclusivity. If no other store is 
offering the item under the brand, the store can get whatever price the market 
will bear. With middle people eliminated, the store can take more mark up. 
Disadvantages 
1. Mistakes. In case of private labels buyers take up the role of product 
developers. If buyer makes a mistake there is no cushion, no partner, no 
markdown money from wholesaler, no returns. If goods are wrong for the 
consumer the buyer has to absorb all the loss. 
2. Timing. Private labels tie up funds. Some times store's money is tied up to 
nine months also. When buying from a wholesaler, stores pay for the 
merchandise after they have already started selling them. That makes a big 
difference. 
3. Inexperience. There is no place for amateurs in this field. Developing a 
private label also must go through same elaborate and time consuming 
process as with wholesalers. This is performed by buyers in addition to 
their regular buying responsibility. 
1,3 Research Problem 
Many of the stores do go for store brands to provide exclusivity, to boost their profit 
lines and to get competitive advantage. As stores introduce store brands, they compete 
with national brands. As organized retailing evolves more there is an increased 
competition between store brands and national brands. In this context, managers of 
national brands and store brands need to understand the competition between national 
brands and store brands in order to evolve appropriate competitive strategies. They 
especially need to understand the consumers' acceptance, perception as well as 
attitude towards store brands vis-a-vis national brands in different cultural and 
geographical areas of India. Lack of such knowledge would leave managers groping 
in the dark and result in formulation of ineffective marketing strategies. A research in 
this direction will make important and interesting insights into the consumers" 
acceptance, perception and attitude toward national brands and store brands. It may 
help managers to understand national brand and store brand competition better and 
evolve appropriate strategies in apparel sector in India. 
The research question being attempted in this study is to explore customer 
perceptions, attitudes and acceptance of store brands Vis-a-vis national brands. 
Factors that would determine customer choice are likely to have bearing on the 
competition between national brands and store brands. The determinants of success 
would be a thorough understanding of consumer behavior, acceptance criteria and 
decision choice. The study focuses on consumers' perception, attitude, influence of 
cultural and geographic factors on consumer buying and preference of brands for a 
given product category of apparel sector. 
1.4 Scope and Limitations 
The focus of this research work is on Apparel Market in India, especially menswear 
market. It is in the menswear market that the brands, both national and store brands 
have evolved significantly. Hence, menswear market becomes relevant and best suited 
for a study of this kind in India. So the study is limited to menswear brands in Indian 
apparel market. 
In this study the terms store brands and private labels are used interchangeably, 
though some private labels are not evolved into brands. Further, all brands other than 
private labels, that is national and international brands are termed as National Brands 
as far as this research is concerned. The study covers consumers in following cities. 
Ahmedabad, Benguluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. 
The study is based on consumer survey of menswear in above cities. The study 
attempts to find consumer attitude and perception towards national and store brands. 
National Brands used for reference are Arrow, Van Heusen, Zodiac, ColorPlus, 
Excalibur, Louis Philippe, Allen Solly, Park Avenue, Provogue. Similarly Store 
brands used for reference are Stop, Life and MarioZegnoti belonging to Shoppers 
Stop, Club Hopper, Fame Forever, Code and Forca belonging to Lifestyle, John 
Miller of pantaloons, Marks and Spencer's, West Side, belonging to retailers of name. 
Hence, a research into the customers' buying behavior, perceptions and attitudes of 






2.1 What is a Brand? 
A brand is a name or trademark connected with a product or producer (The American 
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 2004). The American Marketing 
Association defines brand as 'name, term, sign, symbol, ov design or a combination of 
them, intended to identify the goods or services of seller or group of sellers and to 
differentiate from those of competitors' (Kotler, 2004) 
Aaker (2002) suggests the brand is mental box and defines brand equity as a set of 
assets or liabilities linked to a brand's name and symbol that adds to or subtracts from 
the value provided by a product or service. The Dictionary of Business and 
Management defines brand as a name, sign, or symbol used to identify items or 
services of the sellers and to differentiate them from goods of competitors. 
There is a definition by an anonymous writer, which defines brand "as a collection of 
perceptions in the mind of the consumer". This definition is very useful and makes 
explicit some key points. 
1. The definition makes it absolutely clear that a brand helps the consumers to 
identify the product and differentiate it from others. It tries to create an 
appropriate perception in the minds of consumers. 
2. Different people have different perceptions of a product or service, which 
places them at different points on the loyalty ladder. The definition helps us 
understand the idea of brand loyalty and loyalty ladder. 
3. It makes it clear how to build a brand. A brand is built not only through 
effective communication or appealing logos. A brand is built through the total 
experience that it offers. 
Kapferer (2006) writes that brands do not necessarily exist in all markets. Even if 
brands exist in legal sense they do not always play a role in the buying decision 
process of consumers. The brand is a sign whose function is to disclose the hidden 
qualities of the product which are inaccessible to contact (sight, touch, hear and 
smell), and possibly those which are accessible through experience but where 
consumers does not want to take the risk of trying the product. Finally, when a brand 
is famous it adds an aura of make believe when it is consumed. A strong brand is a 
source of value to the company. If the brand is strong it benefits from a high degree of 
loyalty and thus forms stability in future sales. A brand is both the memory and future 
of its products. The brand's underlying programme indicates the purpose and meaning 
of both former and future offerings. Brand becomes credible through persistency and 
repetition. Through satisfaction and loyalty the programme forces the brand to fulfill 
the quasi contract that binds it to the market. The brand contract is economic and not 
legal. Thus brand differs from quality seals and certifications, which are official and 
legal. 
Aaker (2002) notes that 'brand equity as a set of assets or liabilities linked to a 
brand's name and symbol that adds to or subtracts from the value provided by a 
product or service'. According to author major asset categories are: 
1. Brand name awareness 
2. Brand loyalty 
3. Perceived quality 
4. Brand associations 
Each brand equity asset creates value in a variety of different ways. 
2.2.1 Perception: 
Perception is defined as the process by which an individual selects, organizes and 
interprets stimuli into a meaningful and coherent picture of the world (Schiflfman and 
Kanuk, 2007). 
2.2.2 Elements of perception 
Sensation-sensation is the direct and immediate response of a sensory organ to 
stimuli. Stimulus is an input to any of the senses. Products, packaging, brand names, 
advertisements, etc are examples for stimuli. Human organs like ears, eyes, nose 
mouth and skin are the sensory receptors. As sensory input decreases, the ability of a 
human being to detect changes in input or intensity increases to the point of maximum 
sensitivity. 
The absolute threshold - the lowest level at which a sensation can be experienced by 
an individual is called the absolute threshold. It is a point of difference between 
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nothing and something. The individual gets used to the stimulus as the exposure to 
stimulus increases. This getting used to the stimulus is called adaptation to the 
stimulus. Sensory adaptation is a major problem faced by advertisers. Increase of 
sensory input or decrease of sensory input or something unusual to overcome sensory 
adaptation problem. 
The differential threshold- Individuals may be exposed to same stimuli under same 
apparent conditions but how each person recognizes , selects, organizes and interprets 
these stimuli is a highly individual process based on each persons own needs, values 
and expectations. The minimal difference that can be detected between two similar 
stimuli is called the differential threshold or the Just Noticeable Difference Q.nA). 
According to Weber law the stronger the initial stimulus, the greater the additional 
intensity needed for the second stimulus to be perceived as different. An additional 
level of stimulus equivalent to the j.n.d must be added for majority of the people to 
perceive a difference between the resulting stimulus and initial stimulus. 
When people are stimulated below their level of conscious awareness, it may still be 
perceived by one or more receptor cells this process is called subliminal perception. 
The 'closure principle' states that people tend to perceive an incomplete picture as 
complete. People tend to fill in the blanks based on their prior experience. The 
'principle of similarity' holds that consumers tend to group together objects that share 
similar physical characteristics. The 'figure ground principle' (Michael R. Solomon, 
2006) states that one part of the stimulus will dominate (the figure) and the other parts 
recede into the background (the ground) 
Products and brands have symbolic value for individuals who evaluate them on the 
basis of their consistency with their personal pictures of themselves. The essence of 
successful marketing is the image that a product has in the mind of the consumer- it's 
positioning. The core of effective positioning is the unique position that the product 
or brand occupies in the mind of the consumer. Successful positioning strategy results 
in a distinctive brand image on which consumers rely in making product choices. A 
positive brand image would result in consumer loyalty, positive belief about brand 
value and willingness to search for brand. 
2.2.3 Perceptual Mapping: 
The technique of perceptual mapping helps marketers to determine just how their 
products and services are positioned in consumers' mind in relation to competitive 
brands on one or more relevant characteristics. Perceptual mapping enables marketers 
to see gaps in the positioning of all brands in the product or service class and to 
identify areas in which consumers' needs are not properly met. 
2.3.1 Attitude: 
Researchers assess attitudes by asking questions or making inferences from behavior. 
The entire universe of consumer behavior - consistency of purchases, 
recommendations to others, rankings, ratings, evaluations, and intentions are related 
to attitude. "The attitude is a learned predisposition to behave in a consistency 
favorable or unfavorable way with respect to a given object. Attitudinal studies are 
generally object specific, like attitude toward a product, toward a brand or toward an 
advertisement. Attitudes are generally learned. This means that attitude related to 
purchase behavior are formed as a result of direct experience with the product, 
exposure to mass media advertising, or word of mouth publicity from others, and 
various forms of direct and indirect marketing activities. It is pertinent to remember 
that attitudes are not synonymous with behavior. Attitudes reflect either favorable or 
unfavorable evaluation of the object. But attitudes have a motivational quality. They 
may propel a consumer toward a particular behavior or repel the consumer away from 
a particular behavior. Attitudes are relatively consistent with the behavior they reflect 
and despite the consistency attitudes are not necessarily permanent. When consumers 
are free to act as they wish, we anticipate that their action will be consistent with their 
attitude. Consumers may have different attitudes toward a particular object in 
different situations or applications. 
2.3.2 Multiattribute Attitude Model: 
These models portray consumers' attitudes with respect to an attitude object as a 
function of consumers' perception and assessment of the key attributes or beliefs held 
with regard to a particular attitude object. There are many variations of the model that 
exist today. 
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The attitude toward the object model- this is suitable for measuring consumer attitude 
toward a product or brand. The model assumes that consumer attitude toward a 
product or brand is a function of the presence or absence and evaluation of product 
specific attributes and/ or beliefs. Consumers' attitude toward a product is favorable if 
they believe that the product has adequate number attributes which measure positively 
and vice versa. 
Multiattribute model is very popular among marketing researchers. This model is 
based on the assumption that consumer's attitude toward an object or brand would 
depend on the beliefs that he or she has about many attributes of the product or object 
or the brand. The use of multiattribute model means identifying these specific beliefs 
and combining them to derive a measure of consumer's overall attitude. Basic 
multiattribute models specify three elements. 
1. Attributes- these are characteristics of the object. The researchers may take 
those attributes that consumers consider when evaluating the object. 
2. Beliefs- these are cognitions about a particular object. It is a belief measure 
that evaluates the extent to which the consumers perceives that a brand 
possesses that particular attribute. 
3. Importance weights- this indicates relative priority of an attribute to the 
consumer. An object may be evaluated on a number of attributes but some are 
likely to be more important than others. The weights may differ across 
consumers. 
2.3.3 Attitude Formation: 
Attitude formation is divided into three parts- how attitudes are learned, the sources of 
influence on attitude formation and the impact of personality on attitude formation. 
An established brand name is an unconditioned stimulus that through previous 
positive reinforcement resulted in a favorable brand attitude, whereas a new product, 
yet to be linked to the established brand, would be a conditioned stimulus. Sometimes 
attitudes may follow the purchase and consumption of a product. When consumers try 
to solve a problem or satisfy a need, they are likely to form attitudes, either negative 
or positive, about products on the basis of information exposure and their own 
knowledge and experience. 
Formation of consumer attitudes is strongly influenced by personal experience, the 
influence of family and friends, direct marketing, mass media and the internet. 
Consumers' direct experience of of trying and evaluating the products and services is 
the primary source of influence on their attitudes formation. Family is an extremely 
important influence on attitude formation. Same is the case with friends and admired 
individuals. Direct marketing efforts, which are highly, focused using demographic 
and psychographic elements of a niche segment are also influential on attitude 
formation. Another major influence on attitude formation is the mass media 
communications. Research has shown that attitudes formed by direct experience are 
more confidently held, more enduring, and more resistant to attack than those 
developed as result of indirect experience. 
Role of personality in attitude formation is very critical. Individuals with high need 
for cognition are likely to form positive attitude in response to ads or direct mail that 
are rich in product related information. On the contrary, consumers who are low on 
cognition are likely to form positive attitude in response to ads featuring an attractive 
star or famous celebrity. What is true of attitude formation is also true of attitude 
change. Attitude change also would be influenced by same set. Changes are learned, 
influenced by personal experience and other sources of information and personality 
affects. 
2.3.4 Behavior and Attitude formation 
It is not always necessary attitude formation precedes behavior. Behavior can precede 
or follow attitude formation. Cognitive dissonance theory and Attribution theory 
provide explanation as to why behavior might precede attitude formation. 
Cognitive Dissonance theory - according to this theory discomfort or dissonance 
occurs when a consumer holds conflicting thoughts about a belief or attitude object. 
When a customer makes payment for an expensive product say an automobile, they 
may feel cognitive dissonance. The cognitive dissonance that occurs after purchase of 
a product is post purchase dissonance. The post purchase cognitive dissonance would 
make consumers uneasy about their prior beliefs and actions so they ease this 
uneasiness by changing their attitudes to conform to their behavior. So attitude change 
is frequently the outcome of an action or behavior. Marketer can help consumers 
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reduce their dissonance by making advertisements complimenting customers' 
decision to buy the product, offering stronger guarantees or warranties. 
Attribution Theory- this theory explains how people assign causality (credit or blame) 
to events on the basis either own behavior or behavior of others. The underlying 
question in attribution theory is why? There is a process of making inferences about 
one's own or another's behavior. 
2.4 Current Study- this study attempts to analyze attitudes and perceptions of 
consumers toward national brands vs. store brands of menswear in India. The 
perception of consumers toward selected national and store brands, on selected 
attributes is one of the study objectives. The same may be depicted as below. 
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Customers' perceptions of national brands vs. store brands in general are studied 
based on attributes like quality, price, variety, value for money, comfort, availability, 
design and advertising. 
The attitudinal study involves five point Likert scales. The statements from strongly 
disagree to strongly agree scale are on various parameters. The statements are on 
color, fabric designs, price, comfort, quality, party wear, office wear, and so on. 
This study is based on the multiattribute model of the brand perception. The 
customers' perceptions of selected national and store brands as well as national and 
store brands in general are studied on selected attributes. 
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CHAPTER-III 
APPAREL MARKET OF INDIA 
Chapter- III 
Apparel Market of India 
3.1 Indian Apparel Market Size and growth 
India is a huge market with a population of more than 100 Crores. As clothing is one 
of the three basic necessities apart from food and shelter, it is only expected that 
market for clothing would be a huge one. Clothing, like food and shelter, has various 
product forms satisfying hierarchy of needs as proposed by Maslow. 
The apparel sector has been one of the major drivers of the Indian economy. The 
estimates of Indian apparel market size for 2008 indicate that Indian apparel market is 
worth Rs 1,29,400 Crores compared to Rs 1,18,390 Crores in 2007. The overall year on 
year growth in the value of market size is 9.3 percent (Images Year Book Business of 
Fashion, 2009). The estimates put the value of Indian apparel market in 2009 at 
Rs 1,38,900 Crores. The market was worth Rs 1,02,180 crores in 2006 and has grown 
to Rs 1,18,390 crores in 2007 registering a growth of 16 percent in value terms. But it 
has come down to 9.3 percent growth from 2007 to 2008. 

















Source - Images Yearbook, Business of Fashion 2009 
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* Source - Images Yearbook, Business of Fashion 2009 
In terms of volume, it was 59,050 lakhs of units in 2008 steadily increased from 
44,220 lakhs of units in 2002. The projected figure for 2009 is 61,560 lakhs of units. 
The year on year growth in volume was 4.2 percent in 2003, 4.7 percent in 2005, 5.5 
percent in 2007 and 5.5 percent growth was retained in 2008 also. The projection for 
2009 is expected to be 4.3 percent in view of the recession. 




















* Source - Images Yearbook, Business of Fashion 2009 
The menswear segment is estimated at Rs. 50,210 Crores constituting 38.8 percent of 
total market value. The same was 39.1 percent in 2007 and 39.7 percent in 2006, 
indicating a consistent decrease in menswear pie in total market value. The 
womenswear market is estimated at Rs. 45,120 Crores accounting for 34.9 percent 
market share followed by kidswear and uniforms segment with an estimated market of 
Rs34,020 Crores accounting for 26.3 percent of market share. 
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Figure No. 3.1.1, Market Share Major Apparel Segments in 2008 
EH Children-i-uniforms 
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Figure No. 3.1.2, Market Share Major Apparel Segments in 2007 
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* Source - Images Yearbook, Business of Fashion 2009 
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3.2 Effect of Global Recession 
The year 2007 was a very good year for India in terms of trade and business. The 
economy experienced 9 percent growth rate and there was a huge capital inflow. The 
year 2008 also started on a similar note. But as the year progressed economic crises 
started emerging and hitting Indian economy too. Sub prime crisis in U.S housing 
market and its repercussions, spikes in oil prices and consequent effect on inflation in 
India, reduced capital flows, all started showing their effects on apparel market also as 
with other markets. By third quarter of the year 2008 retailers started feeling the 
pinch. Consumers went slowly on shopping. Footfalls started dropping. The year 2008 
is an important turning point in Indian retail history. Job lay offs, freeze on increments 
and fresh recruitments, and reduction of fringe benefits all have clear effect on retail 
sales. Many retailers were affected by recession. It also affected many joint ventures 
and agreements. VF-Arvind brands had called off brands like Hero by Wrangler, 
Riders by Lee and its kidswear brand Lee youth. Diesel Spa cancelled its JV with 
Arvind brands. Sixty Group called off its JV with Reliance brands. Few retailers did 
experience an increase in their YOY sales. Koutons continued with growth and Future 
Group's value retail formats- Big Bazaar and Food Bazaar continued with growth in 
their sales. Wills Lifestyle of ITC group is going ahead with expansion plans. 
3.3 Denim Market 
Denim has become an integral part of Indian youth wardrobe. There is a significant 
influence of global fashion trends on Indian denim consumers. So the focus of the 
jeans manufacturers is on innovation in styles, designs, fits, and finishes that would 
appeal to Indian consumers. There is an emerging demand for organic denim. 
Traditionally India has been a strong base of denim manufacturing. India produced 
4000 lakhs of meters of denim in 2006-07, of which 60 percent was used for domestic 
consumption. Though there has been a growth in jeans market size, on an average an 
Indian owns 2-3 pairs of jeans vis-a-vis China with 4 and U.S with 9.These numbers 
would indicate the potential growth in the segment. Denim is also gaining popularity 
in the kidswear segment. Levi's and Spykar brands are also venturing into kidswear 
segment. 
3.4 Menswear Market 












































































































































* Source - Images Yearbook, Business of Fashion 2009 
Menswear is the largest segment, both in terms of value as well as volume in Indian 
apparel market. It is also the most developed and well organized segment compared to 
womenswear and kidswear segments. The menswear segment grew 5 percent by 
volume and 13.9 percent by value in 2007. But in 2008 volume grew from 15,15,500 
pieces to 16,00,300 pieces at the rate of 5.6 percent while value grew from Rs.40,840 
crore to Rs. 44,400 crore at the rate of 8.7 percent only. Fastest growing categories in 
menswear were formal suits, jackets, and blazers which grew at 9.9 percent over 2007 
and shirts which grew at 9.4 percent. Thus there was a substantial growth in volume 
in 2008 higher than that in 2007. In menswear, shirts constitute the single largest 
category with a market size of Rs 16,923 crore in 2008, followed by trousers at 
Rsl 1,575 crore. The next big segment in menswear is formal outerwear (suits, jackets, 
blazers etc) valued at Rs4,010 crore, followed by innenvear valued at Rs3,314 crore, 
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t-shirts at Rs3,057 crore and nightwear, kurta-pyjama at Rsl,943 crore respectively. 
In terms of volumes, innerwear is the largest menswear category with approximately 
5,126 lakh units followed by shirts with 3,797 lakh units respectively. 
3.4.1 Shirts 
Shirts segment, valued at Rsl6,923 crore, is the single largest category within 
menswear and has the maximum number of manufacturers and brands. There are 
brands which have positioned themselves in specialized sub categories like formal 
wear, club wear or party wear etc. As result of customers upgrading to higher price 
bracket, there was the highest value growth in super premium and premium ranges. It 
was a 17.7 percent growth in value and 7 percent volume growth in super premium 
category. The same was 10.2 percent and 6 percent respectively in premium range. 
The highest volume growth was observed in economy range. 
3.4.2 Trousers 
Trouser segment, valued at Rs. 11,575 crore in 2008, is another major apparel 
category. There was maximum growth in terms of value in super premium range with 
16.7 percent, followed by premium range with 11.3 percent. As in the case of shirts, 
volume growth is highest in the economy range, 8 percent , followed by super 
premium range, 7.1 percent. The volume growth in low range trousers has doubled 
from 2 percent (2007) to 4 percent (2008). This finding shows that more men are 
switching from tailor made to ready-to-wear trousers at the entry level. This clearly 
shows the fruitful efforts of manufacturers and brands in satisfying their customers in 
fit and sizing. 
3.4.3 Formal Suits, Jackets and Blazers 
This segment is valued at Rs.4,010 crore. This is also another segment experiencing 
rapid shift of customers from tailored to ready-to-wear. The growth in terms of value 
is highest in super premium range of formal suits, jackets and blazers with 11.3 
percent and volumes grew by 5 percent in 2008. The volume growth is the highest in 
economy segment with 8.4 percent. 
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3.4.4 T- shirts 
Valued at Rs. 3,057 crore the t-shirt segment volume growth was down to 4.3 percent 
in 2008 from 4.7 percent in 2007, growth in terms of value was even less at 6.9 
percent compared to 15.1 percent in 2007. The mass segments, low and economy 
ranges recorded higher volume growth of 4 percent and 5 percent r-^ spectively 
compared to 3 percent and 4 percent respectively in 2007. 
3.4.5 Innerwear. 
There have been an increasing number of consumers opting for ready-to-wear 
innerwear instead of tailored. As a result the segment is expected to grow more and 
more. The growth in volumes in low and economy ranges was 4 percent and 9 percent 
respectively compared to 3 percent and 4 percent respectively in 2007. But overall 
growth rate in men's innerwear volume had declined from 7.8 percent in 2007 to just 
7.0 percent in 2008. The innerwear market is worth Rs3,314 crore in 2008. The 
growth in terms of value was at the rate of 8.8 percent in 2008. 
3.5 Leading players in Indian Menswear Market 
The leading players in Indian menswear market include Raymond, Madura garments 
and Arvind brands. 
3.5.1 Raymond Apparel ltd 
Raymond Apparel ltd is a 100 percent subsidiary of Raymond Ltd. It ranks among the 
India's most respected and largest apparel companies (www.raymondindia.com). The 
company offers best of fabric and style through some of India's most prestigious 
brands - Manzoni, Park Avenue, ColorPlus, Pane, Netting Hill and Zapp. 
Raymond apparel ltd entered ready to wear business with Park Avenue brand in 1986, 
in men's formal segment. In 1998, Parx brand was launched to cater to the smart 
casuals segment. Manzoni is a luxury life style brand launched in 2000 offering super 
premium formal range of men's shirts, suits, trousers, jackets, ties and leather 
accessories. Colorplus is a high end casual wear brand acquired by Raymond as part 
of their expansion plans. In 2007 they launched Notting Hill brand in popular price 
segment. They have also ventured into kidswear with Zapp! Brand. 
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Park Avenue and Colorplus recently ventured into women's wear segment with Park 
Avenue Woman and ColorPlus Woman respectively. 
The design studio built by Raymond in Thane is well equipped and is state of art 
design facility which would stimulate and nurture the creativity of designers. Working 
in close harmony with design team is the research team which closely watches 
international fashion forecasts and design trends. They also have design studio in 
Italy, which would help to provide cutting edge design solutions of an international 
standard. 
All brands of Raymond Apparel ltd are available in their exclusive outlets 'The 
Raymond Shop' and multi brand outlets in India and Middle East. 
Raymond finely crafted garments (Raymond FCG) - it is new sensation from the 
house of Raymond. Every suit, shirt and trouser is paradigm in comfort and style with 
its meticulous crafting and rich fabric. Attention to detail, careful construction is very 
much evident in every centimeter of Raymond FCG. Each garment is constructed 
using top of the line fabrics like fine merino wool and its blends, 100 percent 
Egyptian cotton etc. 
Brand Portfolio 
Manzoni - luxury life style brand provides best contemporary international styles and 
designs. It offers super premium range of menswear and accessories. 
Park Avenue - premium formal wear brand. It is the single largest formal and 
occasion wear brand in India. The brand has been constantly reinventing itself 
successfully addressing the changing needs of the consumer. 
ColorPlus - it is the largest premium category smart casual wear brand. An acquired 
brand by Raymond caters to the high end casual wear demand. It has some 
technological innovations to its credit which include thermo fused buttons, golf ball 
wash, soft jeans, wrinkle free technology, stain free fabric, and cone dyed technique. 
Parx - premium casual lifestyle brand with a range semi formal and casual cottons, 
blends and denims. The brand is easy, relaxed yet chic. 
Netting Hill - stands for style and manifests fashion of the day at an affordable price. 
The fits, styling and color range are exceptional. 
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3.5.2 Arvind Brands - In 1930 there was a traumatic depression. Textile industry in 
U.K and in India was in trouble, it was time Mahatma Gandhi championed the 
Swadeshi movement. So people were boycotting fine and superfine fabrics imported 
from England. The Lalbhais saw an opportunity in all this. They saw that any Indian 
company producing fine and super fine fabrics would prosper and a company called 
Arvind limited was born. Arvind limited was started with a share capital of 
Rs2,525,000 in the year 1931, with aim of manufacturing super fine fabrics. They 
invested in very sophisticated technology of the day. The company steadily grew to 
become foremost textile unit in the country. In the year 1987-88 Arvind entered the 
export market for two sections- denim for leisure and fashion wear and high quality 
fabric for cotton shirting and trousers. By 1991 Arvind reached 1600 million meters 
of denim per year and it was the third largest producer of denim in the world 
(www.arvindmills.com). 
Arvind set up state of art shirting, gabardine and knit facility in 1997 at Santej in 
Gujarat. It is largest of its kind in India. It pursued its strategy aggressively by going 
for vertical integration of its operations, by setting up world class garmenting 
facilities. It offers wide range of brands both its own and international to cross section 
of customers. Arvind is one of the very few organizations in the world with a portfolio 
of brands that unique and relevant to diverse consumer segments. At Arvind brands 
work across multiple channels, price points, and consumer segments. 
Brand Portfolio- includes own brands, licensed brands and joint venture brands. In 
the own brands category Excalibur, Flying Machine are the main stream brands. Ruff 
and Tuff, New Port University are the popular brands. The company has classified 
these brands as above based on its differentiated marketing strategies. Under the 
licensed, the company has classified into three sub categories namely bridge to 
luxury, wherein brands such as Gant, U.S.A 1949 have been placed. The other sub 
category has been premium brands where Pier Cardin Paris, Arrow, IZOD have been 
placed. Popular sub category which is third one in this classification has Cherokee as 
a brand. Joint venture brands category has three sub categories namely bridge to 
luxury, premium and popular. Tommy Hilfiger and Nautica are placed in bridge to 
luxury, Lee and Wrangler are placed in premium and Wrangler Hero and Riders are 
placed in popular sub category. 
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3.5.3 Madura Garments - Madura garments is a division of Aditya Biria Nuvo, an 
A.V. Birla Group company. India's leading apparel and Retail Company owns or 
have perpetual license for premier brands like Louis Philippe, Van Heusen, Allen 
Solly, Allen Solly Women wear Peter England, Byford, Elements and SF Jeans. These 
brands of Madura reach customers through a network of premier multi brand outlets, 
department chains, and exclusive stores both in India and out side. These brands are 
sold through Madura's own outlets Planet Fashion and Trouser Town. 
(www.maduragarments.com) 
Brand Portfolio 
Louis Philippe - First brand launched by Madura garments in 1989. it was the first 
genuinely international apparel label to arrive in India. Today the brand is into 
evening wear, silks, ties, blazers, trousers, t- shirts etc. the brand is benchmark for any 
shirt introduced in the country today. The brand stands for class, elegance, and status. 
Madura garments acquired world rights for this brand in 2000, giving it an 
opportunity to build global brand. The brand is recognized as a super brand. It is 
leading premium menswear brand with a market share of 20 percent. 
Van Heusen - it is premium executive wear brand. The brand stands for 
sophistication and high quality finish. It caters to formal corporate wear. It has 
launched a collection of intelligent (oxyrich) collections in shirts, trousers, suits, knits. 
Allen Solly - in India Madura garments was first to lead the concept of Friday 
dressing. This is a formal wear brand with a more relaxed attitude and has been huge 
success. Allen Solly successfully launched 'Clean Jeans to Work' concept. It broke 
the clutter in denim market successfully. Allen Solly women wear was launched 
successfully. 
Peter England - first international brand to be launched in India's mid priced 
segment. The brand was launched in 1997. It is the largest selling shirt brand in the 
country. The brand is known for honest and goodness prices. The brand also 
introduced suits and blazers. The brand has internationally styled garments offering 
value for money for its customers. It has introduced a range work casual labeled 
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Elements. The collections of Elements help its customers to make distinct style 
statement. 
SF Jeans - the brand was launched in 2002 to cater to ever growing denim market. It 
is known for its radical new collections. The brand also offers collections for 
adventurous life styles of youth. 
3.5.4 Zodiac 
A Rs. 200 crore plus, vertically integrated and design and marketing driven brand. It 
has 7 manufacturing plants, 16 offices across India and overseas and employs 
approximately 3500 people. It is considered to be a finest quality shirt maker in India 
and is in the business for the last 50 years. Zodiac retails at approximately 1000 multi 
brand outlets and has more than 50 exclusive outlets spread across the country. It is a 
listed company and has shown consistent profits over the years. Zodiac has offices in 
London, New York and Dusseldorf, which boast of world class design talent pool that 
enable the brand develop a range based on latest global fashion trends 
(www.zodiaconline.com). 
Quality commitment at Zodiac. 
"An inherent passion for quality is etched in the minds of every individual associated 
with Zodiac. A virtue that has made zodiac a success both in the domestic and 
international market place" 
The brand offers premium range of formal shirts, ties, trousers and accessories. 
3.5.5 Provogue 
This brand has always been seen as different from rest of the brands. Provogue's 
brand statement "redefining fashion" and its innovative merchandise has created a 
niche in consumers' mind. The brand is retailed through exclusive outlets as well as 
chain stores like Life Style, Shoppers' Stop etc. The exclusive stores are often named 
as 'Provogue Studio', .providing unique store ambience to customers. The brand has 
conducted numerous fashion shows to promote the brand. All this created an image of 
designer brand in the minds of the consumer, so the brand is seen as fashion at 
affordable prices. 
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The brand offers both menswear and womenswear. In menswear it offers a range of 
formal shirts casual shirts, linen shirts, trousers, denim, t- shirts, blazers and jackets 
(www.provogue.net). 
3.5.6 Brands by Store Chains 
As organized retailing evolved in India, spearheaded by apparel and other fashion 
product categories, the retailers slowly started introducing their own brands to boost 
their bottom lines, provide exclusivity to customers, fill gaps in merchandise mix and 
for better control over assortment offering to customers. 
The leading retailers like Shoppers Stop, LifeStyle, and Pantaloon have started store 
brand offerings. Then there are store chains which offer only store brands like West 
Side, Marks & Spencer's etc 
The following are the store brands offered by various stores in India. 
Life Style 
Forca, Code, Fame Forever, Club Hopper 
Shoppers Stop 





Marks & Spencers 
Marks & Spencers 
Indian apparel market is a growing market. The retailers have their own brands or / 
and licensed brands or they have entered into joint venture agreements. This clearly 
indicates that liberalization has given way for entry of these brands and customers are 
also available who afford to buy these brands. Now there is hardly any international 
brand which is not available in Indian apparel store. The old players in Indian apparel 
market like Raymond, Arvind and Madura garments are making their presence felt by 
placing their popular, premium, main stream and licensed brands. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Chapter-IV 
Review of Literature 
The topic for research involves acceptance of brands, store brands and national 
brands, brand perception, brand attitude, rational brands versus store brands 
competition and Apparels. An extensive literature survey has been undertaken with 
respect to the following. 
1. Acceptance of brands by consumers. 
2. Literature on Store Brands and Private Labels 
3. Literature on Brand Perception 
4. Literature on Brand Attitude 
5. Literature on National Brands Versus Store Brands competition. 
6. Literature on Apparels 
4.1 Acceptance of Brands by Consumers 
In one of the earliest available reference on brand acceptance suggested refinement of 
existing regression model on brand acceptance. The study used the data base of 
purchase history of those who tried brand for the first time and the subsequent 
purchases gave measures of brand acceptance. This measure of acceptance formed 
the dependant variable in regression model designed. The study found that higher 
volume user was difficult to win over than the average user. Consumers with a 
tendency to brand loyalty are more likely to accept a new brand once they have tried. 
(Aaker, 1972) 
A study conducted by Gallup Organization Inc (Drug Topics, 1994) on consumers' 
purchase of store brand drugs found that acceptance of Store Brands is very high in 
case of drugs. 
A research investigation (Park, 2002) demonstrated the strategic importance of 
building and maintaining a strong consumer brand relationship within the context of 
introducing extensions of a brand. The study evaluated potential extensions of a well 
known national brand in the grocery food category, which involved field experiment 
with participation from five hundred and fifty house wives. The brand extensions 
were systematically varied to cover category similar as well as dissimilar to original 
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brand categories and also benefits typical and atypical of original brand scheme. The 
study involved structured questionnaire administered by trained and experienced 
interviewers. The ANOVA results of the data indicated that overall, the perceived 
brand relationship quality had a significant and positive impact on extent to which 
consumers accepted the proposed extensions. 
An interesting survey was conducted on acceptance of healthful quick service 
restaurants brands in U.S (Lohmeyer, 2003). The survey found that 60.8 percent of 
consumers rated the availability of healthful items as extremely important or very 
important, versus 88 percent who rated the taste or flavor of the food as being of high 
importance and 91 percent cited order accuracy as key. The further study indicated 
that the acceptance of healthy quick service restaurant brands is slow. 
In a study which also focused on the relationship on brand trust and brand extension 
(Reast, 2005). The study focuses on the construct of brand trust and develops 
hypotheses about the relationship of brand trust with brand acceptance. The 
hypotheses are then tested on the data collected from consumers in U.K. The results 
find support for a significant association between the variables. The study also shows 
scope for further research between brand trust and brand extension acceptance in 
other geographic markets. 
In yet another study the relationship between consumer innovativeness and consumer 
acceptance of brand extensions was explored (Xie, 2008). The study proposed that 
consumer innovativeness exerts considerable influence on consumer acceptance of 
brand extensions. In addition, product information availability, and interpersonal 
communication / influence moderate the relationship between consumers' 
innovativeness and acceptance of brand extension. Consumers' innovativeness leads 
consumers' propensity to try and buy new and different products. Consumers' 
innovativeness is positively related to acceptance of new brands than to that of brand 
extensions. Innovative consumers are more likely to accept distant brand extensions 
than close brand extensions. Similarly innovative consumers are more likely to accept 
horizontal brand extensions than vertical brand extensions. 
A very recent study focused on influence of advertising time expansion, compression, 
and cognitive processing on consumer acceptance of brand (Megehee, 2009). The 
study includes details of an experiment testing hypotheses in the frame work. The 
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findings provide strong support of the hypotheses. Implications for advertising 
strategy are adopting conservative view on use of time compression in advertising 
commercials and nurturing low consumer processing involvement of commercial 
messages. 
Literature on brand acceptance reveals various research perspectives. The relationship 
between brand loyalty and new brand acceptance was explored and it was found that 
consumers who were brand loyal accept new brands once they have tried the brand. 
Research on acceptance of brand extensions also focused on several aspects like 
consumer brand relationship, brand trust and consumer innovativeness. The research 
found association between brand trust and acceptance of brand extensions. Similarly 
consumer brand relationship had a positive impact on the acceptance of brand 
extensions. Consumer innovativeness was found to positively influence horizontal 
brand extensions more than vertical brand extensions. The affect of advertising time 
expansion and compression was also studied. 
4.2 Literature on Store brands and Private Labels 
A study on extrinsic and intrinsic cue effects on store brand quality perception was 
carried out (Richardson, Dick and Jain, 1994). The study involved an experiment 
involving 1564 shoppers for five products. Experiment results suggest that 
consumers' evaluation of store brand grocery items are mainly driven by extrinsic 
cues that these brands display rather than intrinsic characteristics. In addition the 
authors recommended quality orientation in marketing their private labels rather than 
value for money orientation that is adopted by the retailers in marketing their private 
labels. 
In a research article Halstead (1995) argued that private label brands may be in danger 
as result of changes in the marketing strategies used by private label firms. The . 
primary competitive advantage of private label brands- good quality at low prices-
may be lost if private label firms continue to modify and expand their brands. The 
author argues that private label brand marketing strategies, especially advertising, 
packaging, sales promotion etc, are moving closer to that of manufacturer brands. 
In an interesting study on why store brand penetration varies by retailer (Dhar and 
Hoch, 1997). The study tries to explain across retailer variation in private label 
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performance. A popular private label program changes the status of retailer from 
being solely a customer to also a competitor. Retailer plays a major role in the success 
or failure of their private label. The study analyses data from 106 major supermarket 
chains, among 34 product categories. Regression based analysis was used. The 
analysis showed that variation in store brand performance across retailers is 
systematically related to consumer, retail, and manufacturer factors. 
Dunne and Narasimhan (1999) have explored attractiveness of private labels in an 
article in Harvard Business Review. Private labels were long viewed as anathema and 
as category killers by manufacturers. The authors argue that the manufacturer's view 
of private labels is misguided. Private labels now play a range of roles with different 
implications for manufacturers and retailers alike. According to authors one of the 
biggest changes is that the private labels have gone up market. Premium private labels 
are now available. These are different from traditional private labels and offer 
profitable opportunities for manufacturers. The authors narrate some other reasons as 
to how private labels are now appealing to manufacturers. 
A study was done on building store loyalty through store brands (Corstjens and Lai, 
2000) the study focuses on role of a store brand in building store loyalty through 
game theoretic analysis. The authors have shown that quality store brands can be an 
instrument for retailers to generate store differentiation, store loyalty, and store 
profitability, even when store brands do not have a margin advantage over national 
brand. However, according to authors, this does not apply for the cheap and nasty 
private label strategy. The quality of store brand should be above the threshold level 
to create this opjjortunity. The study also had an interesting finding. Quality store 
brand is profitable only when a significant portion of shoppers buy the national brand. 
This surprising result establishes the complementary roles of store brands and national 
brands. 
A research was done on positioning of store brands (Sayman, Hoch and Raju, 2002). 
The research examines store brand positioning problem using game theoretic model. 
The study carried out three empirical studies. In the first study they found that store 
brands are more likely to target stronger national brands. The second study estimated 
cross price effects in 19 product categories and found that only in categories with high 
quality store brands, store brands and leading national brand compete more intensely 
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with each other than with secondary national brand. The third study, which is a 
product perception study, they found that although explicit targeting by store brands 
influenced consumer perceptions of physical similarity, it had no influence on 
consumers' perception of overall product quality similarity. 
In a study which investigated the effects of store brand introduction on retailer 
demand and pricing behavior (Chintagunta, Bonfrer and Song, 2002). The study 
focused on the effects of introduction of store brand in a particular product category 
on demand side as well as supply side. On the demand side the study concentrated on 
changes in preferences for national brands and price elasticity in the category. On the 
supply side, the study focused on effects on the interactions between national brand 
manufacturers and retailer introducing store brand and retailer's pricing behavior. The 
study found evidence for both demand side and supply side effects of store brand 
introduction. In the selected product category (oats) though national brand preferences 
did not change, but consumers became more price sensitive after the launch of store 
brand. After retailer introduced store brand, the national brand manufacturer behaved 
in a more accommodating fashion towards the retailer in terms of latter's pricing 
decisions. 
The study focusing on new strategies for private label brand leverage is very thought 
provoking (Lussan, and Fried, 2003). The loss of a retailer in market place has 
frequently also meant a loss of its private label brands. The strength of these brands 
can endure for many years. Acquiring brands and consumer data can be cost effective, 
low risk method of recapturing market share 
A 2003 study focused on supply chain of private labels (Ryan). As retailers expand 
their private labels, they need to improve product development and sourcing skills to 
support their private label program. As retailers take more control over their sourcing 
supply chains, U.S. based private label vendors are challenged to become more 
efficient in product development and merchandising, notes the article. 
A research study on the role of store brand share on retail margins was undertaken 
(Ailawadi and Harlam, 2004). The authors have developed and tested a model of the 
key determinants of margins that retailers earn on national brands and store brands. 
They particularly focused on the impact of store brand share on percentage margin, 
dollar margin, and total dollar margin of the retailer. The authors found that 
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percentage of retail margins on store brands are higher than on national brands. But 
the dollar margin per unit may be smaller for store brands because of their lower retail 
price. It was also found that heavy store brand users contribute much less to the total 
dollar profit of the store than do light store brand users. The study concludes that it is 
important for retailers to retain a balance between store brands and national brands to 
attract and retain the most profitable customers. 
A cross cultural study on private label grocery shopping attitudes and behavior has 
been done involving consumers in U.S and consumers in Thailand (Shannon and 
Mandhachitara, 2005). The study involves consumer survey, multivariate analysis of 
variance and hypothesis testing. The findings supported many cross cultural 
differences in shopping attitudes and behavior between U.S and Thai grocery 
consumers. 
The study on understanding store brand purchase behavior across categories 
investigates whether the tendency to buy store brand is category specific, or an 
enduring consumer trait (Hansen, Singh and Chintagunta, 2006). A multi category 
brand choice model was developed with factor analytic structure on covariance matrix 
of the coefficients. The study finds strong evidence of correlations in household 
preferences for store brands across categories. Researchers have used two-
dimensional factor structure. One factor explains a substantial amount of variation in 
store brand preference, while the other factor explains price sensitivity consistently 
across categories. The presence of both these factors in all categories indicates that 
there are unobservable household level traits that are non category specific. This 
finding is very important as it would help in predicting demand for store brands in 
new categories. 
A study in relationship marketing focuses on consumer relationships with store 
brands, personnel and stores in Spain (Gutierrez, 2006). The study proposed a 
multidisciplinary model which relates economic variables - the signals that firm sends 
to market-and key relational variables-satisfaction and trust-three relationship levels-
store brands, personnel and stores. Results show transference process among the three 
levels. 
Link between business cycles and private label success had been studied (Lamey, et al 
2007). The study used time series and econometric models. The findings confirmed 
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conventional knowledge that a country's private label share increased when the 
economy suffered and shrinked when the economy flourished. But asymmetries were 
found with respect to extent and speed with which private label business share 
changed versus economic cycles. Consumers switch more extensively and faster to 
private labels in bad economic times than that to national brands during good 
economic times. The authors argue that national brands manufacturers can mitigate 
the effect of economic downturn on their shares by intensifying their marketing 
support activities in recession. 
One of the studies focuses on effect of strategy, structure and performance variables 
on store brand market share (Qubina, Rubio and Yague, 2007). The study was 
conducted in Spanish market for 50 consumer product categories over 5 years from 
1996 to 20G0.the study used panel model of the market share of these brands. 
Factors affecting the consumer attitude toward private labels and promoted brands 
was studied (Liu and Wang, 2008). The research examined whether promoted brands 
and private labels attract different or similar consumers through psychographics and 
store image that drive purchase attitudes for these brands. The study using regression 
analysis found that the attitude toward promoted brands is characterized by more 
positive store image, smart shopper self perception, need for affiliation and money 
attitude regarding power-prestige and anxiety. Private label attitude was 
characterized by more positive store image, and money attitude regarding retention 
and distrust 
There was an interesting study on private label use and store loyalty (Ailawadi, 
Pauwels and Steenkamp, 2008). The authors have developed an econometric model of 
relationship between a household's private label share and its behavioral store loyalty. 
The study focused on two retail chains in Netherlands, one is leading service chain 
with well differentiated high share of private labels and the other one is leading value 
chain with low share of private labels. They found that private label share 
significantly affects the share of wallet, share of items purchased, and share of 
shopping trips, three measures of behavioral loyalty. The authors argue that retailers 
can reap the benefits of a virtuous cycle: greater private label share increases share of 
wallet, and greater share of wallet increases private labels share. But, this virtuous 
cycle, argue authors, operates only to a point because heavy private label buyers tend 
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to be loyal to price savings and private labels in general, not to the private labels of 
any particular chain. 
Forsey (2009) a product development and private label management expert argues 
that retailers have a chance to win new sales with their private label merchandise. 
Many a research studies had been conducted into various aspects of store brands and 
national brands. Consumers' evaluation of store brand quality perception was found to 
be mainly driven by extrinsic cues and the study recommended that store brands 
should focus on quality orientation rather than value for money orientation in their 
promotions. Sometimes store brands are moving closer to manufacturer brands in 
marketing strategies, making store brands lose their advantage. Variation in store 
brand performance by retailers is found to be related to consumer, retail and 
manufacturer factors. Importance of premium private labels was also covered in the 
literature. Role of store brands in store loyalty, store differentiation and store 
profitability was also extensively studied. The research also focused on positioning of 
store brands, store introduction by retailer and its affect on demand and pricing 
behavior of the retailer, acquisition of store brands of a lost retailer, importance of 
maintaining a balance between store brands and national brands to attract and retain 
most profitable customers. Cross cultural differences in customers' attitudes and 
behavior toward store brands in U.S and Thailand were researched. It is very 
interesting to note that share of store brands in a country increases in times of 
recession. It was found that consumers switch to store brands more swiftly in times 
bad economic conditions than they do switch to national brands in times good 
economic conditions. 
The literature review on store brands and national brands covers a wide array of 
research issues ranging from perception, attitude to cross cultural study, store brands 
share in different economic conditions, role of store brands in store loyalty, store 
differentiation and store profitability etc. 
4.3 Literature on Brand Perception: 
In one of the earliest available articles Munn (1959-1960) studied brand perception as 
related to age, income, and education. Consumer's perception of specific brand may 
depend upon its physical qualities and the perception within one product class may 
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vary significantly from consumer to consumer. Consumer might be expected to be 
more concerned for relatively expensive products, with choice of brands when 
compared with inexpensive products. The study addressed two questions. First, is 
perception of a brand in a product class dependent on consumer income, education, or 
age? Second, is perception of differences between brands within a product class 
dependent on consumer's income, education or age? The study involved consumer 
survey in the Chicago metropolitan area followed by statistical analysis using chi-
square test, variance analysis etc. The study found that for selected brands within four 
product classes chosen. Brand perception largely independent of consumer socio-
economic classification. 
A study in 1972 examined the relationship between brand perception and explicit 
information available on brands (Rao). The author argues that consumers' perception 
of alternate brands in the market place would depend upon the amount of information 
available. The study had chosen twelve models of automobiles of 1970 as stimuli. 
Researchers have developed five different sets of information regarding these twelve 
models of automobiles. Consumers were asked to respond. The results were analyzed 
using ANOVA. Significant differences have occurred in brand perceptions based on 
the explicit information provide to the consumers. 
Mauser (1979) had done an interesting study on the effects of taste and brand name on 
perceptions and preferences. The study involved split plot factorial experiment. It 
assessed the performance of brand information, product familiarity and the order of 
presentation on consumers' judgments of the taste of beer samples. Paired 
comparisons on several taste characteristics and preferences served as dependent 
variables. The findings indicate that beer drinkers can distinguish among brands using 
taste and aroma cues alone. 
Bahn examined children's brand discrimination and preference formation (1986). The 
study used multidimensional scaling techniques to capture children's perceptions and 
preferences for cereals and beverages. The results indicate that the number of 
dimensions that underlie brand perceptions and brand preferences differ by both 
cognitive stage and by the product category. 
The study by Lavenka, (1991) measures consumers' perception of product quality, 
Brand name and packaging. The magnitude estimation procedure provides a means 
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that present consumer judgment about quality comparisons between brands on a 
linear, ratio determined proportional scale. 
An interesting study was conducted on consumer perceptions of alpha-numeric brand 
names (Pavia, and Costa 1993). Alpha numeric brand names include referent and 
nonsense mixtures of letters and numbers. Important features of these alpha numeric 
brand names include magnitude of the number used in the brand name, its shape, or 
spoken sound, and the symbolism of the words or letters that are used with the 
number to form the alpha numeric brand name. The study involved focus group 
discussions. The findings suggest that inferences that consumers draw from an alpha 
numeric brand name influence their understandings and expectations of the product. 
The research by Lee (1995) studies the role of attitude toward brand advertising on 
consumer perception of a brand extension. The experiment investigates consumers' 
attitude toward the brand advertising on the accessibility and perceived appropriate 
ness of the brand attributes in their perceptions of a brand extension. Findings suggest 
that positive attitude toward brand advertising significantly increases both 
accessibility and perceived appropriateness of the brand attributes. Further analysis 
indicates that attitude toward brand advertising strongly influence consumers' overall 
attitude toward a brand extension. 
In a very interesting study Hung and Heeler (1998) examined the way Chinese-
English bilinguals report their perceptions of brand on Chinese only, English only, 
and bilingual questionnaires. The study involved consumer survey of bilinguals on 
brand perception and MANOVA and ANOVA analytical techniques. The findings 
indicate that language had significant effects on the bilinguals reported brand 
perceptions. The study evidences that bilinguals shift from their dominant language 
(Chinese) to their secondary language (English) when the brand perception variable 
receives strong international influences. 
Cornwell, Roy and Steinard (2001) had done a research study on managers' 
perceptions of the impact of sponsorship on brand equity. The study explored how 
managers view the brand equity building capabilities of their sponsorship linked 
programs. The study involved two phases, wherein fifty managers report on the value 
of sponsorship in building brand equity. The study found that leverage, the use of 
advertising and promotion to support sponsorship, and active management 
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involvement are significant predictors of both the perceived differentiation of the 
brand from its competitors and adding financial value to the brand. 
Romaniuk (2001) had studied brand perceptions of former users. The definition of 
former users of brand was taken from earlier research studies in brand context. 
'Former users' were those respondents who stated they had bought a brand previously 
but not in the four weeks prior to the interview. Respondents who had bought the 
brand in the four weeks prior to the survey are classified as 'Current Users'. The focus 
of the paper was on examining the image responses given by the former users 
compared to those who have never tried the brand. 
Hong, Pecotich and Shultz (2002) had examined the relationship between foreign 
brand name translation and product related cues-such as physical quality, perceived 
origin, and brand name-on consumers' perceived quality, price and purchased 
intentions. Two generic methods of brand name translations were available. 1. Direct 
translation for the meaning of the brand. 2. Phonetic translation for the pronunciation 
of the brand name. The finding from experiments in cross cultural context would 
indicate that for an unknown brand a phonetic translation may be mandatory, but for 
an existing strong brand name, it may be best to retain the original name. 
A study examined the effect of introducing a new brand on consumer perceptions of 
current brand similarity, and roles of product knowledge and involvement (Baker, 
Hunt and Scribner 2002). An experimental study involving 192 students was 
conducted. The findings indicate that the introduction of a new brand which shares an 
attribute with an existing brand or shares the same level of an attribute with an 
existing brand will cause that existing brand to be seen as less similar to another 
existing brand. This was found particularly true for low knowledge and high 
involvement consumers. 
Childers and Jass (2002) developed, through their research, a conceptual frame work 
that addresses the impact of typeface semantic cues within a marketing context. 
Visual properties of typefaces are conceptualized as communicating unique semantic 
associations to individuals distinct from the content of words they clothe. 
Investigations were done on the effect of typeface associations on brand perceptions. 
These associations influenced memorability of advertised benefit claims. It was found 
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that the memorability was enhanced as the degree of consistency among typeface 
semantic cues, advertisement visual cues and advertisement copy claims increased. 
Romaniuk and Sharp (2003) studied the relationship between brand perceptions and 
buying behavior. The study involving multi-attribute study found there was a little 
evidence neither that any particular attributes are more related to customer loyalty 
than any others nor that there were specific brand positions that were uniquely 
associated with higher loyalty. But they did found that the more attributes associated 
with a brand the more loyal the customer. The authors recommend that there should 
be long and short term goals for brand building. In the short term a choice may be 
made to focus on specific attributes. In the long term marketers should work towards 
builaing number of links between the brand and attributes in the market place, ie 
building brand's share of mind. 
Vigneron and Jhonson (2004) had done a research on measuring perceptions of brand 
luxury. The paper examines the concept of a luxury brand, designing a conceptual 
framework and developing a scale to measure differences in the luxury brands. 
Consumers and researchers have recognized that not all luxury brands are deemed 
equally luxurious. According to authors there are five key luxury dimensions that 
must be established or monitored for creating a lasting luxury brand. The overall 
luxury level of a brand would integrate these perceptions from different perspectives. 
These are 1. Perceived conspicuousness: The social status associated with brand is an 
important factor in conspicuous consumption. 2. Perceived Uniqueness: the 
uniqueness dimension is based on the assumptions that perceptions of exclusivity and 
rarity enhance the desire for a brand, and this desirability is increased when the brand 
is also perceived expensive. 3. Perceived extended self: consumers may use luxury 
brands to classify or distinguish themselves in relation to relevant others. Materialistic 
consumers may regard luxury brands as means to reach happiness and may use these 
brands to evaluate personal or others success. 4. Perceived Hedonism: Hedonic 
dimension is used to refer to the luxury dimension reflected by sensory gratification 
and sensory pleasure, as a result of emotional benefits rather than functional benefits. 
5. Perceived Quality: It is expected that luxury brands offer superior product qualities 
and performance compared with non-luxury brands. The study based on factor 
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analysis and multi trait-muiti method matrix of correlations, proposes a managerial 
instrument capable of creating and evaluating luxury brands. 
The study on effect of consumers' risk perceptions on brand name in online shopping 
was an interesting one (Huang, Schrank and Dubinsky, 2004). The authors had 
investigated the relationship between brand names and consumer perceived risk. It 
probes whether familiarity with a brand name influences consumers' perceived risk 
toward shopping online. The findings suggest that there was no significant difference 
between online shoppers perceived risk vis-a-vis brand familiarity. But online 
shoppers possessed lower perceived risk than non-shoppers. 
In a study Oakley, Balachander and Sriram (2005) examined the simultaneous effects 
of category fit and order of entry on consumer perceptions of brand extensions. The 
study designed to analyze the combined effects of brand extension order of entry and 
category fit with the parent brand on consumer response. The study also explicates the 
conditions under which a pioneer is likely to maintain their pioneering advantage. The 
findings suggest high brand fits are preferred over low and moderate fit brands, 
regardless of order of entry. A high fit brand has a great deal of flexibility in deciding 
when to enter extension category. On the other hand a low fit brand has significantly 
less flexibility in their decision of when to enter the extension category. 
The study by Frieder, and Subrahmanyam, (2005) focuses on the effect of company 
brand perceptions on investor propensities to hold stocks. The results are consistent 
with the notion that individual investors prefer to invest in stocks with easily 
recognized products. 
Ha and Perks (2005) examined the effects of consumer perceptions of brand 
experience on the web. E-Tailors are likely to influence consumers' shopping 
behaviour through atmospherics and service, as brick and mortar stores. The results of 
empirical study of e-consumer behaviour show that brand trust is achieved through I. 
Various brand experiences 2. High level of brand familiarity 3. Customer satisfaction 
based on cognitive and emotional factors. 
A study in 2005 (Yaniv, and Farkas) examined the impact of Person Organization Fit 
(POF) on the brand perception of employees and as a consequence on the brand 
perception of customers. The findings from this research suggest that employees' POF 
positively affects the extent to which they perceive their corporate brand values as 
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congruent with those declared by management, and that this brand perception level of 
employees positively affects the perception level of customers. 
Romaniuk, and Nicholis, (2006) had examined advertising effects on brand 
perceptions. Based on the studies done in fast food and financial services market, the 
authors show how using known patterns of in perceptual data to create '"xpected value 
can more clearly isolate the effect of advertising on brand perceptions. 
In an interesting study Ang and Lim (2006) investigated whether metaphors in 
advertising have synergistic or compensatory effect on brand personality perceptions 
of utilitarian and symbolic products. In general brands using metaphors in ads were 
perceived to be more sophisticated and exciting, but less sincere and competent than 
those using literal headlines or pictures. Ad attitudes, brand attitudes and purchase 
intention were also enhanced with metaphoric advertising. Compared with utilitarian 
products, symbolic products were perceived to be more sophisticated and exciting, but 
less sincere and competent. What is more interesting was the finding that when 
metaphors were used for utilitarian products, perceptions of sophistication and 
excitement were enhanced, whereas sincerity was diluted. The findings suggest that 
metaphors can be used strategically to influence brand personality perceptions. 
A research study was designed to explore the reliability and validity of attribute / 
benefit desirability and brand perception measures among a cross sectional sample of 
700 adults (Clancy, and Rabino, 2007). Its most important discovery was that the 
choice of stimulus (verbal versus visually enhanced attribute / benefit show cards) had 
little effect on desirability and brand perception ratings, even for tangible, emotional 
product characteristics. 
The literature on brand perception studies reveals that the research on brand 
perception covered many different perspectives and angles of brand perception. In one 
of the earliest available studies relationship between brand perceptions and 
socioeconomic classification of consumers was studied. The study found that the 
brand perceptions were mostly independent of socioeconomic classification of the 
consumers. The factors studied were age, income and education. Brand perception 
and the affect of availability of brand information on brand perceptions were 
explored. Development of brand discrimination, preference and perception in 
children was investigated. It was found that the same would depend on cognitive stage 
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and product category. In an investigation brand perceptions of alphanumeric brand 
names were found to be influenced by the inferences consumers draw from 
alphanumeric symbols. The research on brand perceptions also covered the role of 
attitude toward brand advertising on consumers' perception of brand extensions. The 
study found significant influence of attitude toward advertising. 
The range of literature on brand perceptions is very vast. Literature also indicates 
study on managers' perception of impact of sponsorship on brand equity. The studies 
cover issues like effect of introducing a new brand on the consumers' perceptions of a 
current brand, the relationship between brand perception and buying behavior etc. The 
research on perceptions of luxury brands found that all luxury brands are not 
perceived as equally luxurious. The study found five parameters based on which 
consumers would rate luxuriousness of a brand. The research covers studies like 
effect of brand perception of a company on the investors' propensity to hold stocks, 
cross country, cross cultural studies of brand perception and effect advertising on 
brand perceptions. 
4.4 Literature on Brand Attitude: 
Myers (1967) had done a study on determinants of private brand attitude. The article 
suggests an attitudinal construct as a measure of consumer price and promotional 
elasticities and an approach to studying the stability and determinants of the construct. 
The approach depends on knowledge of differences of promotional strategy in 
marketing private and national brands. The author argues that carefully controlled 
attitude studies can contribute to an understanding of demand elasticity and provide 
useful criteria for identifying differences in consumer types. The differences in price 
and promotional strategies are reflected in basic distinctions in private and national 
brands. Private Brands tend to be higher in price and promoted locally, and national 
brands tend to be higher in price and promoted nationally. In a relatively stable 
market situation, assumed prices of private brands in one product class are lower than 
its comparable national brand prices in which product qualities of private brands and 
national brands were the same. Then consumers were asked to report their 
impressions. The field study involved 347 questionnaires administered to women. 
Regression analysis, factor analysis and chi-square test were used to analyze the data. 
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Roman (1969) had done study on semantic generalization in formation of consumer 
attitudes. According to the psychological principle of generalization, people tend to 
view certain sets of items similarly without regard to obvious dissimilarities among 
them. These generalizations can occur on one of two levels, physical and semantic. 
Semantic generalization means that a person views two or more objects similarly 
because they have a common meaning, even though they may have different physical 
characteristics. According to the author any semantic description of a specific brand 
has at least two attitude components. I. Product area, itself 2. Manufacturer-brand of 
the product. To determine whether respondents generalize from one product to 
another when the same manufacturer is involved, it is necessary to identify the 
product area component. The technique used was the semantic differential. The study 
indicates semantic generalizations. 
Day (1970) had dealt the subject of buyer attitudes and brand choice behaviour in this 
book which is basically his doctoral dissertation submitted to the Graduate School of 
Business at Columbia University. He concentrates on attitude and links between 
attitude and behaviour. 
In an interesting study, the influence of brand ambiguity on brand attitude 
development was studied. (Miller, Mazis and Wright, 1971). The study examines 
influence of a new brand name's ambiguity on the creation of brand effect and on the 
eventual encoding of information about product characteristics. The study involved a 
sample of 80 female college students. The survey employed 7 point bipolar scales 
from like to dislike was used. The study found that an extremely ambiguous and novel 
brand name can negatively influence a consumers' response to information about 
characteristics of the branded product. Reduction of the brand name's extreme 
ambiguity prior to linking the brand with product characteristics was shown to 
neutralize and even reverse consumers' initially hostile bias. 
Bass and Talarzyk (1972) developed an attitude model for the study of brand 
preference. The study of consumer brand preference was an application of model of 
consumer attitudes. The study extended an attitude model to the comparison of 
individuals' preference ordering of brands. The study employed computational model, 
whose two components are beliefs about attributes and evaluative aspects of beliefs. 
The study involved a sample of 2000 female heads of households from a consumer 
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mail panel. The research and results strongly supported the hypothesis that brand 
preference is related to attitude measurements based upon beliefs about and relative 
importance of product specific attributes. 
Bonfield (1974) did a study on Attitude, social influence, personal norm and intention 
interactions as related to brand purchase behaviour. The study involved a field study. 
The questionnaires were designed to measure four independent variables attitude, 
social influence, personal norm, and intention. The survey was done among 208 
members of consumer panel. The results of the study indicate that the importance of 
social, psychological influences on consumer behaviour vary according to situation. 
Ginter (1974) had done a research which focused on change in attitude towards a new 
brand and exposure to advertising for that brand, relationships between attitude, 
choice and use of brand. The research was unique in that attitude dynamics are 
combined with choice behaviour and use of brand. The findings of the study indicate 
that both pre choice behaviour as well as post choice behaviour attitude changes were 
observed, though post choice behavioural change was greater. 
Woodside, Clokey and Combes (1975) had done study on similarities and differences 
of generalized brand attitudes, behavioral intentions and reported behavior. According 
to authors attitude in consumer behavior had been defined in multi-brand and multi-
dimensional context: a cognitive state that, on a number of dimensions, reflects the 
extent to which the buyer prefers a brand in terms of the attributes of each brand in his 
evoked set in relation to other brands in the set. The study involved a sample of 308 
male household heads in the University of South Carolina's consumer panel. 
There was a study on changing brand attitudes through modification of cognitive 
structure (Lutz, 1975). The study involved consumer survey and analysis by ANOVA. 
The findings of the research provide relatively strong support for the validity of 
multiple attribute models as vehicles for generating attitude change strategies. 
Bettman, Capon, and Lutz (1975) had done a research to draw a distinction between 
the multi-attribute attitude model as a measurement device and as a theory of attitude 
formation and change. Using an analysis of variance paradigm to investigate the 
underlying multiplicative and summative assumptions, Fishbein's multi-attribute 
theory is found to demonstrate reasonably high construct validity. 
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Woodside and Bearden (1977), the study of brand choice among 105 beer consumers 
was used to explain variance in attitude, behavioral intention and reported behavior. 
The effects of summated evaluative beliefs on overall attitudes and situational effects 
on intentions and reported behavior were also assessed. 
An interesting study was done to examine whether multi-attribute attitude model be 
utilized to predict probabilities of brand choice (Reibstein, 1977). An experiment 
involving repeated brand choices were conducted which enabled the testing of the 
multi-attribute attitude model as a predictor of actual relative frequencies of choice. 
Haley and Case (1979) did a research study which focused on testing thirteen attitude 
scales for agreement and brand discrimination. The study picked 13 scales for the test 
culled from a longer list of commonly used scales, partly on the basis of popularity 
but mostly with a view toward testing scales which appeared as different as possible. 
Six packaged goods categories with relatively high frequency of purchase and large 
portion of sales concentrated among a comparatively small set of brands were chosen 
for investigation. The sample of respondents consisted of 630 women over age 18 
who reported that they were responsible for family grocery shopping. A factor 
analysis showed that two scales, brand awareness and brand choice, were clearly 
measuring something different from the majority, and this appeared to be brand 
salience. 
Miller and Ginter (1979) investigated situational variation in brand choice behavior 
and Attitude. The study presents empirical evidence which supports the explicit 
consideration of situational factors in the study of consumer behavior. Situational 
variation of brand choice behavior and attitude was identified. The use of situation 
specific measures in an attribute-based attitude model is found to increase the ability 
of model to predict subsequent brand choice behavior. 
The study by Shimp (1981) focused on attitude toward the ad as a mediator of 
consumer brand choice. The study addresses the issue of how advertising influences 
consumer brand choices. A concept termed attitude toward the advertisement 
approach (ATT) was introduced. A theoretical case developed why ATT was an 
important mediator of brand choice. Empirical evidence in support of this case was 
presented. 
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Mitchell and Olson (1981) did a study on the validity of Fishbein's proposition for 
consumer beliefs about product attributes and brand attributes. Fishbein's attitude 
theory proposed that beliefs are only mediators of attitude formation and change. To 
manipulate product attribute beliefs and to create settings in which other mediation 
processes might occur, the others exposed subjects to simple advertisements that 
contained either verbal claim or visual information. Level of repetition was also 
varied. As expected product attribute beliefs mediated attitude formation. But, another 
variable termed attitude toward advertisement (ATT), also mediated brand attitudes 
and purchase intentions. The authors discussed alternative explanations for the results 
and offer suggestions for future research. 
In a study Park and Young (1983) examined the effects of types and levels of 
involvement on brand attitude formation in the advertising context. The types and 
levels of involvement are distinguished and investigated in terms of how they affect 
the subject's brand attitude in response to advertising. 
In an interesting study, the effects of picture size and color on brand attitude 
responses in print advertising were studied (Percy and Rossiter, 1983). The study 
examines the effects of two major visual variables in print advertising- picture size 
and color vs. black and white-on consumer attitudes toward a fictitious brand of 
mineral water. Results indicate there is significant picture size effect upon multi-
attribute attitude toward the brand; and a significant color effect upon overall affect 
toward brand. 
Tsal (1985) studied the effect of verbal and visual information on brand attitudes. 
Subjects were presented with eight advertisements varying in argument strength and 
picture attractiveness. Both verbal and visual information had significant effects on 
brand attitudes under both high and low involvement conditions. These findings 
emphasize the role of nonfactual information in mediating attitude formation even 
under conditions that maximize attention and involvement. 
In an experimental siudy which used affectively-valenced television commercials for 
supermarket products were used as treatment stimuli in laboratory test of the role of 
the attitude toward the ad construct. Results show that affect generated by TV 
commercials does influence attitude toward the advertised brands (Gresham and 
Shimp, 1985). 
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A study in 1986 examined the models of time compression effects on brand attitude 
judgments. Advantages of time compression method of advertising for advertisers. 
Concept of evaluative model and comparison between evaluative model and 
elaboration likelihood model (Hausknecht and Moore, 1986). 
Park and Young (1986) had done a study on consumer response to television 
commercials and the impact of involvement and background music on brand attitude 
formation. The authors suggest that high involvement can be differentiated into two 
types (cognitive vs. affective). By manipulating involvement level and type (low 
involvement, cognitive involvement, affective involvement), they showed that three 
different forms of involvement have different effects on how brand attitudes were 
formed. The study also examined how music, as a peripheral persuasion cue, affects 
the process of brand attitude formation. The results indicated that the effect of music 
on brand attitude depends on the type and level of involvement. Music had a 
facilitating effect on brand attitude for subjects in the low involvement condition and 
a distracting effect for those in the cognitive involvement condition. The effect of 
music for those in affective involvement condition was not known from the study. 
Mitchell (1986) did a study designed to obtain a better understanding of the effects of 
using valenced information in advertising. In the study subjects saw advertisements 
for hypothetical products that contained affect laden photographs with different 
valences (picture type manipulation). The results indicate that affect lade photographs 
had an effect on both attitude towards advertisement and brand attitudes, but no 
differences were found in the product attribute beliefs. Photographs that were 
evaluated positively created more favorable attitudes toward advertisements and 
brand attitudes, whereas reverse was true for photographs that were evaluated 
negatively. 
Grossbart, Gill and Laczniak (1987) had done an interesting study on influence of 
brand commitment and claim strategy on consumer attitudes. Results indicated that 
the effects of alternative claim strategies depend on brand commitment. Consumers 
with higher levels of commitment were more positively influenced by a combination 
of objective and subjective claims than by subjective claims alone. In contrast less 
committed persons are equally influenced by either type claim strategy. Subjective 
claims have similar impact on consumers regardless of their commitment level. 
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Exposure to a combination of objective and subjective claims produces more positive 
attitudinal effects only among more highly committed consumers. 
Muehling (1987) did a study which examined influence of attitude toward the ad on 
brand evaluation in the context of comparative advertising, where multiple brands 
were referenced and displayed. Results of an empirical study indicate that transfer of 
affect from ads to brands occurs almost exclusively for the sponsoring brand. 
Attitude toward Ad has no measurable effect on attitude toward the competitive 
brand. 
The role that product novelty plays in influencing a number of attitude related 
variables, as well as its role in moderating the relationship between ad attitudes and 
brand attitudes was well researched. The study involved 298 respondents and the 
product was cola soft drink. ANOVA and differential Emotional Scale (DES) and 
testing hypothesis were done. The study found that a novel product produced 
significantly higher ad attitude scores and more intense affective reactions than 
familiar product. The research also demonstrates a moderating effect of product type 
on three relationships: Ad attitude on brand attitude. Ad attitude on purchase 
intention, and brand beliefs on band attitude. In case of novel product ad attitude has a 
stronger effect on brand attitude and purchase intention than for familiar product. On 
the other hand, brand beliefs play a much stronger role in determining brand attitude 
for familiar product than for the novel product (Cox and Locander, 1987) 
Muehling and Laczniak (1988) had examined the effects of brand beliefs and attitude 
toward ad on immediate and delayed measures of attitude toward the brand were 
investigated for individuals who are more or less involved with the message of a print 
advertisement. Results suggest that attitude toward ad and brand beliefs influence on 
immediate and delayed measures of attitude toward brand depend on individuals' 
involvement with the message. For individuals who are more involved with an 
advertising message, both beliefs and attitude toward ad influenced attitude toward 
brand. For those less involved with the advertising message beliefs had no significant 
influence on brand attitude, measured immediately following a advertising exposure 
or after one week of delay. 
The roles of brand familiarity and repetition on emotional feelings and attitude toward 
the advertisement were also studied (Machleit and Wilson, 1988). The experiment 
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used both familiar and unfamiliar brands. The findings illustrate that brand familiarity 
moderates the relationship between attitude toward Ad and brand attitude after 
advertisement exposure. Further the research provides evidence that the direct affect 
transfer hypothesis may be an adequate explanation for the effects emotional feelings 
and attitude toward Ad on brand attitude in some situation. 
Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi (1990) examined whether effects of ad attitude on 
brand attitude are stable over a time, the effect of involvement at the time of 
processing the message on the ad attitude- brand attitude relationship over time and 
role of ad attitude influencing choice behavior. The results showed that subjects' 
attitude toward the ad had a strong effect on brand attitude. It was further found that 
the Ad attitude-brand attitude relationship was not contingent on either delay between 
ad exposure and measurement or the level of involvement at the time of exposure. 
The results also showed that the Ad attitude did not influence choice behavior. 
In an interesting study the moderating role of brand attitude on persuasiveness of 
humor in advertising was examined. The findings of the research showed that the 
effect of humor in advertising is contingent on the subjects' prior attitude towards the 
brand. Humorous ad was more etTective when consumer's prior brand evaluation was 
favorable. It was also found that a humorous ad was more effective in enhancing 
brand attitude and choice behavior, in comparison to the corresponding non humorous 
ad. When a consumer's prior brand evaluation was unfavorable the converse was 
found to be true (Chattopadhyay and Basu 1990). 
Rose, Miniard and Bhatia (1990) did a study which examined the influence of brand 
cognitions on the formation of brand attitudes after exposure to an advertisement 
under conditions of higher and lower involvement. Brand cognitions were measured 
using both cognitive response index and an expectancy value measure. The strength 
of brand cognitions - attitude relationship proved to be stable across involvement 
conditions and relatively insensitive to measurement. Further analyses using groups 
based on extremely high or low levels of self reported involvement indicated the 
expected involvement moderation of the impact of brand cognitions on brand 
attitudes. 
Mittal (1990) had studied the relative roles of brand beliefs and attitude toward the Ad 
as mediators of brand attitude. The author had showed that when beliefs are covered 
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more comprehensively (so that image attitudes are included in addition to the usual 
utilitarian attributes), the role of beliefs as predictors is enhanced. Consequently, non-
redundant contribution of attitude toward the Ad was reduced. 
Miniard, Bhatia and Rose (1990) did an experimental and causal analysis on the 
formation relationship of Ad and brand attitudes. The authors' research had shown 
that Ad attitude had a significant influence on brand attitude even in the absence of 
peripheral persuasion. 
Han (1990) did a study on the role of country image on consumers' attitude towards a 
brand, intentions to purchase. The findings suggest that country image may be more 
important in evaluation of brands from a familiar country rather than from unfamiliar 
country's brands. 
Phelps and Thorson (1991) examined the brand familiarity and involvement effects on 
attitude toward an Ad and Brand Attitude relationship. The study adds empirical 
evidence to the debate about brand familiarity and product involvement on the attitude 
toward Ad and Brand attitude relationship. The results indicate that attitude toward 
Ad significantly affects brand attitude for unfamiliar brands. 
Machleit and Sahni (1992) investigated the possibility that measurement context (the 
material which precedes a question on a questionnaire) can affect the observed 
relationship between attitude toward ad and brand attitude. The data illustrate that for 
familiar brands in particular, the magnitude of the attitude toward ad-brand attitude 
relationship can be affected by measurement context. This study demonstrates the 
need for careful questionnaire construction to reduce concerns regarding the internal 
validity of experiments measuring both attitudes toward ad and brand attitude. 
In a 1992 study reseller buyer attitude toward order of brand entry was researched. 
(Alpert, Kamins and Graham). The authors had conducted a national survey of 145 
reseller buyers to study how brand entry order into new categories affects reseller 
buyers' attitude toward new items. The study found empirical evidence for an 
advantage to pioneer brands with resellers. The study also found an important 
distinction between the first me too follower and second or later me too follower 
, brands. Specifically reseller buyers have favorable attitude toward pioneer brands and 
a less favorable but still positive attitude toward first me too follower brands, and an 
unfavorable attitude toward second or later me too follower brands. 
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Howard and Barry (1994) had studied effects of mood on brand attitudes. The results 
of the experiments conducted suggest that positive mood can affect persuasion by 
either reducing or facilitating message processing of the advertisement. 
Hanson and Biehal (1995) in a study examined the direct and indirect effects of 
attitude toward the ad (Aad) on brand choice. They had further studied the impact of 
brand information accessibility on the role of Aad in brand choice. The findings 
showed that there was no direct effect of Aad on brand choice it was found that ad 
effects were more dramatic when brand information was less accessible, consistent 
with theory. It was also found that when brand information was highly accessible, 
Aad affected brand attitude but not choice outcomes. 
In an interesting study (Derbaix, 1995) the impact of affective reactions elicited by 
television advertisements on two variables of major interest in advertising, attitude 
toward Ad and post exposure brand attitude. Unlike previous studies which used 
unnatural settings the author's study uses a real program in which real advertisements 
for known and unknown brands were embedded. The subjects were interviewed 
afterwards. The impact of affective responses varies in a theoretically predictable 
manner across known and unknown brands. 
Pan and Schmitt (1996) did an interesting study. According to authors Chinese names 
consist of logographs that reflect the meanings of a word and English names consist 
of alphabetic letters that represent the sound of the word. So the authors have 
proposed that Chinese brand attitudes are primarily affected by the match between 
script associations and brand associations, but brand attitudes of English names are 
mainly affected by the match between sound associations and brand associations. A 
cross cultural study conducted by authors in China and United States confirms the 
same. Baldinger and Rubinson (1996) explored the link between attitude and behavior 
toward brand. The study made use of brand builder studies done earlier. They had 
selected five projects done in 1994. A total of 27 brands were modeled as part of the 
project which included 4071 respondents. The authors were able to do re-contact 
interviews with 2261 of them, after one year and re-administered the brand builder 
questions on both behavior and attitude. They also had obtained measures of market 
share, penetration at the time of both stages of interviewing. The findings of the study 
demonstrated that larger share brands had more high loyals. The study also found that 
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large share brand is likely to have more loyal buyers but not necessarily to retain them 
at a higher rate over time. It was further found that high loyal buyers who have 
consistent attitude tend to stay loyal to the same brand and converse with high loyal 
but inconsistent attitude buyers. 
Morris and Boone (1998) did a study on effects of music on emotional response, 
brand attitude and purchase intent in an emotional advertising condition. The 
experiment conducted by authors measured differences in emotional responses, brand 
attitude and purchase intent between advertisements with or without music. The 
findings by the authors showed that there were no differences in brand attitude as well 
as purchase intent. But significant differences were found in emotional responses 
between music and non music groups. 
Spillover effects of brand alliances on consumer attitudes were examined in a research 
study (Simonin and Ruth, 1998). The results of the study confirmed that consumer 
attitude toward the brand alliance influence subsequent impressions of each partner's 
brand. The study also found that each partner brand was not necessarily affected 
equally by it's participation in a particular alliance. 
In an interesting study the persistence of classically conditioned brand attitudes was 
studied. The study involved an experiment consisting of fictitious mouth wash brand. 
The attitude of the subjects was measured immediately after the exposure to stimuli, 
after one week delay and after three week delay. The findings of the study supported 
the belief that classical conditioning is an effective method for developing favorable 
attitudes towards a brand that were retained long enough to be accessible at the time 
of purchase (Grossman and Till, 1998). 
Graeff (1999) did a research which examined uninformed response bias in measuring 
consumers' brand attitudes. The findings of the research suggest that the amount of 
uninformed response bias is negatively correlated with consumers' level of brand 
familiarity. It was also found that the validity of forced opinion scales is reduced with 
decreased brand familiarity. 
Pecheux and Derbaix, (1999) developed a scale for measuring the attitude toward 
brands. The article details the building of scale measuring the attitude toward the 
brand, particularly suited to children aged 8-12.The authors attach great importance to 
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understanding of children's attitude toward brands if one wants develop effective 
advertisement. 
Batra et al (2000) did a study which tested whether the consumers in developing 
countries attitudinally preferred brands perceived as non local country of origin to 
brands seen as local for social status and quality reasons. The study found that the 
perceived brand nonlocalness effect was greater for consumers who had greater 
admiration for life styles in economically developed countries. The findings showed 
that in developing countries a brand's country of origin not only serves as a "quality 
Halo" but also possess nonlocalness that many a times contributes to attitudinal liking 
for status reasons. 
Baker (2001) did a study on advertising generated brand attitudes in brand choice 
contexts. The findings of the study suggest that the ability of advertising generated 
brand attitudes to predict advertisement effect on brand choice declines when 
consumers' motivation to deliberate is greater at the time of brand choice than at the 
time of attitude formation. 
Aaker and Jacobson, (2001) did a study which assessed the extent to which brand 
attitude has value relevance in high technology markets. The study based on the data 
for firms in computer industry, found that changes in brand attitude are associated 
with stock return and lead accounting financial performance. 
In a research article Wanke et al (2002) discussed about measuring implicit consumer 
attitudes and predicting brand choice. According to authors consumers may have two 
different attitudes toward brand. One is implicit and the other one explicit. Implicit 
attitudes are evaluative responses towards an object. But explicit attitudes are not 
introspective. Implicit attitudes influence spontaneous behavior and explicit attitudes 
guide deliberate behavior. The study made use of the Implicit Association Test (lAT). 
Jewell and Unnava (2004) had done a research to examine differences in attitudes 
between light and heavy brand users. The study used factor analysis and ANOVA of 
data. The findings showed that feeling based versus information based ads work 
differently for heavy versus light users of a product. 
Maison, Greenwald and Bruin (2004) had done a study comparing previous studies on 
implicit association test (lAT) and a meta-analytic study showed that use of lAT 
measures increased the prediction of behavior relative to explicit attitudes. 
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Spears and Singh (2004) did a study further to the earlier studies measuring attitude 
toward the brand and purchase intentions. The authors developed measures of attitude 
toward brand and purchase intention and assess their psychometric validity within 
well established, attitude toward the ad theoretical frame work. 
The study by Coulter and Punj (2004) examined the effects of cognitive resource 
requirements, availability on brand attitudes. The research by the authors was in tune 
with the similar studies done many other researchers earlier. 
In a research which used consumer attitudes to value brands. They had introduced an 
Advanced Brand Valuation (ABV) model that combines psychological strength of a 
brand in consumers' mind with accepted accounting practices to determine the true 
financial value of a brand (Hupp and Powaga, 2004). 
Sengupta and Fitzsimons (2004) did a research on the effect of analyzing reasons on 
the stability of brand attitudes. The research showed that depending on the 
specifically derived moderating factors, reasons analysis can produce either a 
disruptive or a strengthening effect on attitude stability. 
A research study proposed that product involvement provides a situational motivation 
for consumers to discount the importance of product fit in brand extension 
evaluations. The authors did an experimental study with many brand extensions to test 
the preceding hypothesis. It was found that the hypothesis proved in case of 
complementarity between parent brand and extension product (Nkwocha, Johnson and 
Brotspies, 2005). 
Tuten (2005) did an interesting study on the effect of Gay friendly and non-Gay 
friendly cues on brand attitudes. The research by the authors evaluated the responses 
of gay and heterosexual consumers to gay friendly and non friendly cues and resultant 
effects on the variables of brand satisfaction, brand commitment and attitude toward 
the brand. The findings showed that heterosexual consumers, while noticing gay 
friendly cues in brand communications, did not develop negative attitudes. But gay 
and lesbian consumers react positively and strongly and heterosexual consumers react 
neutrally. Therefore the authors suggest that it was a reasonable strategy for brands to 
pursue gay friendly marketing. 
In an empirical investigation the interaction between publicity, advertising, and 
previous brand attitudes and knowledge was studied. The research used controlled 
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experimental design to assess and compare the individual and combined influences of 
two integrated marketing communications (IMC) tools, publicity and advertising, on 
attitude toward the Ad and attitude toward the brand. The results showed that 
combined effects of publicity and advertising on attitude toward Ad and attitude 
toward brand are not identical and interactions between media, brand familiarity and 
the valence of new stories are complex (Stammerjohan, et al 2005). 
Kim and Chan-olmsted (2005) did an empirical investigation how the dimensions of 
organization, public relationships are related to brand attitude formation. The research 
also compares effects of these dimensions on brand attitude to that of product related 
attribute beliefs. The results of a survey conducted using a branded laptop computer 
product revealed that both organization-public relationships and product related 
attributes were significantly related to attitude towards the brand. 
Suh and Yi, (2006) studied the effect of brand attitude on customer satisfaction-
loyalty relation and the moderating role of product involvement. The findings of the 
research showed that customer satisfaction has both direct and indirect effects on 
loyalty. But attitudes and corporate image have only indirect effects through their 
mediating influence on brand attitudes. The study also found that product involvement 
decreases the direct effects of satisfaction on brand attitudes and loyalty, but it 
increases the direct effects of ad attitudes and corporate image. 
Ang and Lim (2006) did a study which investigated whether metaphors in advertising 
had a synergistic or compensatory effect on brand personality perceptions of 
utilitarian and symbolic products. The study also compared effects of metaphoric 
headlines versus pictures. The study found that brands using metaphors in ads were 
perceived to be more sophisticated and exciting, but less sincere and competent than 
those using literal headlines or pictures. Ad attitude. Brand attitudes and purchase 
intention were increased with metaphoric advertising. Compared with utilitarian 
products symbolic products were perceived to be more sophisticated and exciting, but 
less sincere and competent. The results revealed that when metaphors were used for 
utilitarian products, perceptions of sophistication and excitement were enhanced and 
sincerity diluted. The findings suggest that metaphors can be used to influence brand 
personality perceptions, especially of utilitarian products. 
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Davies, Veloutsou and Costa (2006) had investigated the influence of a joint 
sponsorship of rival teams on supporter attitudes and brand preferences. The 
sponsorship of football has been a multimillion pound industry. But the intensity of 
team rivalry means that sponsorship may alienate opposing supporters. The research 
compares benefits of single sponsorship from those that from a joint sponsorship. 
The effect of perceived brand name-logo coherence on brand attitude was also 
studied. The study investigated how the perceived coherence between brand name and 
logo affects brand attitudes and how this relationship is influenced by consumer level 
and marketer controlled variables. The research involved consumer survey on cell 
phone brands followed by ANOVA. The results showed that brand logos coherent 
with brand name would produce positive response from consumers (Kocher, Czellar 
and Usunier, 2006) 
Xuemei and Veloutsou (2007) had examined consumer behavior and attitudes 
regarding counterfeit products. The research article tried to profile the consumers who 
admitted to have purchased non-deceptive counterfeit brands in U.K and China. The 
study also tried to find out consumers' views on counterfeit brands and to contrast 
them with genuine brands. In case of British consumers profile is found to be some 
what influential in the intention to purchase counterfeit brands, but not with Chinese 
consumers. The results suggest that not all respondents had a very high opinion 
regarding counterfeit brands. Chinese value them even less. 
Jun and Choi (2007) did a study to study the effects of country of origin and country 
brand attitude on non-prescription drugs. The research used Korean college students 
as sample and explored the role of country of origin and country brand attitude on 
purchase intention of non-prescription drugs. The findings showed that the country of 
design and & country of assembly had significant effects on quality perception and 
purchase intention of non-prescription drugs between United States and China. 
Similarly country brand attitude has significant effects on the purchase intention of 
non-prescription drugs between United States and Germany, and between China and 
Malaysia. 
Coulter and Punj (2007) did an interesting research to understand the role of 
idiosyncratic thinking in brand attitude formation. The author describes idiosyncratic 
behavior as 'non-Ad or brand related thought that is generated in response to a 
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persuasive communication'. The research examines the role of idiosyncratic thinking 
in brand attitude formation. The author proposes and empirically tests a conceptual 
model which shows the interrelationships among message related thoughts, both 
positive and negative, idiosyncratic thoughts, and attitude toward the brand. The 
findings identify the circumstances under which idiosyncratic thinking has a favorable 
versus an unfavorable effect on brand attitude. 
Liu and Wang (2008) did a study on factors affecting attitudes toward private labels 
and promoted brands. The research by the authors examined whether promoted brands 
and private labels attract different or similar consumers through psychographics and 
store image that drive purchase attitudes for these brands. The study involved a 
sample of 328 undergraduate night school students at a college in Taiwan; these 
subjects had full time work and income and are expected to behave same as general 
consumers. The study used regression analysis and showed that attitudes are driven by 
differences in psychographics and store image. It was found that attitude toward 
promoted brands is characterized by positive store image, smart shopper self 
perception, need for affiliation, and money attitude regarding power prestige and 
anxiety. Attitude toward private label is characterized by more positive store image, 
and money attitude toward retention and distrust. 
The literature pertaining to brand attitude covers a wide range of issues and several 
aspects of consumers' attitude toward brands. One of the earliest available reference 
deals with determinants of private brand attitude formation in consumers. The various 
aspects of research include role of semantic generalizations on the formation of 
consumer brand attitudes, influence of brand ambiguity on brand attitude, change in 
attitude toward new brands and the exposure to advertising for the new brand, studies 
on multi attribute models on brand attitude formation and change. 
The research also focused on relationship of brand preference to attitude based on 
beliefs and relative importance of product specific attributes. Brand attitude scales 
were studied in a packaged goods category subsequent factor analysis indicated that 
brand awareness and brand choice are measured different and important from the 
majority. Research also investigated situational variation of brand choice behavior 
and brand attitudes. 
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Some more important aspects of the study are attitude toward ad as a mediator of 
consumer brand choice, Fishbein's attitude theory that beliefs are only mediators of 
attitude formation and change, attitude toward ad as mediator of attitude formation 
and change, effects of picture size and color on brand attitude response in print 
advertising, time compression of ad and effect on consumer attitude, importance of 
involvement and back ground music on brand attitude formation in T.V commercials, 
etc 
There are many studies on attitude toward ad in the context of brand attitude. Role of 
brand familiarity and repetition on attitude toward ad, direct and indirect effects of 
attitude toward ad on brand choice etc were studied. Spillover effects of brand 
alliances on consumer attitudes were examined in a study. 
Uninformed response bias in measuring consumer attitudes, attitude of consumers in 
developing countries toward non local brand for social status and quality reasons, 
influence of integrated marketing communications tools on consumers attitudes, effect 
of perceived brand name and logo coherence on brand attitudes, role of idiosyncratic 
thinking on brand attitude formation, implicit and explicit consumer attitudes are 
some of the other aspects covered in the research. Implicit attitudes were found to 
influence spontaneous consumer behavior and explicit attitudes were found to 
influence deliberate consumer behavior. 
4.5 Literature on National Brand versus Store Brand Competition 
There is a good amount of literature available on national brands versus store brands 
competition, covering various aspects of the same. 
Rao (1969) did a research two address issues like whether store loyalty is related to 
the proportion of private brand purchases and whether house wives differentiate 
among different private brands of the same product from different stores or treat them 
as substitutes? The research analyzed the purchase records of coffee made available 
by Chicago Tribune Diary Panel. The data cover three years, 1960-62. The results 
showed that consumers' store loyalty and their purchase of private brands of coffee 
are positively associated. An interesting finding was that the success of a store's 
private brand is positively associated with the success of other stores private brands, 
unlike the national brands. It was found that in certain segments of the private brand 
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market consumers are likely to differentiate less among different store brands of the 
product. 
Muse and Hartung (1973) investigated consumer perception of dual brand name. Dual 
brands are those that contain both manufacturer's brand name and the retailer's 
private label. The study investigates whether dual brand was perceived to be closer to 
private label or the national brand, what were the characteristics of consumer who is 
favorable toward the dual brand. The research involved 60 male students at a 
Midwestern university. A structured questionnaire, encompassing questions on quality 
evaluation, AIO factors, and price perception was utilized in personal interview 
setting. The product category was sports goods. The findings of the research showed 
that private brand name part of the dual brand name appeared to be the stronger cue to 
quality, as the dual brand was perceived as being closer to the private brand than to 
the national brand. Addition of the private brand name had a somewhat negative 
effect upon the national brand inclined respondent. The respondents found to perceive 
dual brands to be priced mid way between private brands and national brands. 
Bellizzi, et al (1981) did an interesting study on the consumer perceptions of national, 
private, and generic brands. The study involved 125 subjects randomly selected using 
multistage area sampling. The questionnaires were administered using personal 
interviews. The dependent variable perception was measured using a series of thirty 
three 5-point likert type scale. The responses varied from strongly disagree to strongly 
agree. The subjects were grouped as national brand high raters, private brand high 
raters and generic brand high raters. Then ANOVA was used to determine group 
differences. The findings of the study revealed that national brands were perceived as 
superior in terms of reliability, presfige, quality and other characterisfics. Generic 
brands were perceived to be inferior and private brands were psychologically 
positioned between national and generic brands on many scales. Private brands were 
perceived to be good value. 
In an interesting study, consumers' preferences and perceptions for generic brands 
versus national brands and store brands were compared and studied. The research 
study addressed questions of whether loyal buyers of generic brand products are 
different from those customers who were loyal purchasers of store products. The 
study involved buyers of selected canned food products. Based on the purchase 
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pattern respondents were classified as generic, national, store brand or no brand. The 
findings of the study showed that there were several differences among loyal 
customers of national, store and generic brand canned food products and those 
customers who do not display any brand loyalty. Customers of generic brands and 
those who did not show any brand preference are generally younger and better 
educated than the other two groups. The generic and store brand customers were more 
favorable to generic brand products. National brand customers and those who did not 
have any brand preference had more favorable perception of the national brand 
products (Cunningham, Hardy, and Imperia, 1982). 
Dunn, Murphy and Skelly (1986) examined the relationship between consumers' 
perceived risk and branding of super market products. Generic, Private and National 
brands of four products were evaluated by 204 individuals. The results of the study 
revealed that consumers perceive greatest performance risk with generics and highest 
financial risk with national brands. It was also found that influence of perceived risk 
on brand choice also varies by product studied. 
Raju, Srinivasan, and Lai, (1990) analyzed the role played by brand loyalty in 
determining optimal price promoting strategies used by firms in competitive setting. 
The analysis helped the authors to understand discounting patterns in markets where 
store brands and weak national brands, or newly introduced national brands compete 
against strong, well known national brands. 
Hoch and Benerji (1993) developed a model to e:^ plain the variation of market share 
across categories and to understand determinants of private labels success in the U.S 
super market industry. The authors found that private labels perform better in large 
categories offering high margins. The findings of the research also suggest that 
private labels do better when competing against few national brands, who spend les 
on national advertising. Surprising finding of the research was that the high quality is 
much more important than lower price. 
Miller (1995) wrote an elaborate article on big brands fight back against private 
labels. The author details development of private labels. According to the author 
private labels in U.S developed into full pledged brands and they are no more mere 
private labels. 
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Raju, Sethuraman and Dhar (1995) developed an analytical framework for 
understanding what makes a product category conducive for store brand introduction. 
The findings of their research showed that the introduction of a store brand is likely to 
increase retailer's profits in a product category if the cross price sensitivity among 
national brands is low and the cross price sensitivity between national brands and 
store brands is high. The framework also predicts that store brand share would be 
greater under these conditions. The model further predicts that the introduction of 
store brand is likely to increase category profits if category consists of large number 
of national brands. 
Quelch and Harding (1996) write a detailed research article on national brands versus 
private labels competition. Private labels strength varies with economic conditions, 
market share goes up in case of economic slowdown and market share goes down 
when economy is up. However, private labels threat to national brands is serious 
going forward regardless of economic conditions, for reasons: the improved quality of 
private label products, the development of premium private label brands, European 
supermarkets success with private labels, and creation of new categories. The authors 
go on discussing how to fight private labels by national brands. 
Hoch (1996) in a research article discusses the competition between national brand 
and private labels. According to author national brands now treat private labels as 
they would any other national brand. The author considers alternative strategies/or 
national brands to respond to private label sncroachment, including doing nothing, 
distancing themselves through quality innovations, fighting back by reducing price 
gaps, and establishing several me too strategies. The author gives empirical support to 
show the viability of each strategy. 
Dhar and Hoch (1997) did an extensive research on penetration of store brands of 
different retailers. The study attempts explain variation of store brand performance by 
retailer. The research based on the data from 34 food categories for 106 major 
supermarket chains operating in the largest 50 retail markets in U.S. The findings of 
the research indicate the following. Commitment to quality, breadth of assortment, 
use of store's own name, premium brand offering and number of stores consistently 
enhance store brand performance across all categories. Every day low pricing (EDLP) 
strategy for store brands works better only in lower quality categories. Retailer 
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promotional support can significantly enhance private label performance. Retailers' 
strategies to use national brands to pull traffic to their stores, use of more national 
brands and deeper assortments etc were found to work against the retailer's own 
brands. National brand -private label price differential exerts an important positive 
influence on store brand performance. It was also found that private labels do much 
better once they obtain fair share of a category. From national brand perspective 
encouraging the retailer to carry more brands and deeper assortments may be the most 
effective way to keep store brands in check. 
Hinloopen and Martin (1997) commented on an earlier model developed by Connor 
and Peterson (1992), which explained differences in price between competing 
national and private label brands of manufactured food products. Jeroen Hinloopen 
and Stephen Martin had pointed out one error and one ambiguity in the model. 
Jan-Benedict and Dekimpe (1997) did a research to quantify the power of store brands 
along two dimensions: the intrinsic loyalty of their customers and their conquest 
power to attract potential switchers. Based on their position along these lines, we 
classify store brands and national brands as giants. Misers, Fighters, or Artisans. 
Aggarwal and Cha (1998) did research on asymmetric price competition and store vs. 
national brand choice. The study found that there exists a reference threshold (RTP) 
for choice between national brands and store brands. Whenever consumer finds 
national brand available below the threshold, he or she would buy national brand. 
When national brand price is above the threshold, consumer either buy store brand or 
not buy at all. 
Ashley (1998) wrote an elaborate article on how effectively compete against private 
label brands. The author emphasizes on advertising apart from pricing and innovation 
to combat private label brands. The author concludes that the key to competing with 
private label brands is through sales effective or persuasive advertising. 
Putsis and Cotterill (1999) did a study which involved 135 food product categories 
and 59 geographic markets. The findings of the study shown that increase of national 
brand advertising had the effect of raising the national brand price and share and 
lowering private label brand price and share, which was consistent with previous 
research findings. The study also found that local market conditions apart from 
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advertising play a significant role in the ability of national brands to price at a 
premium over private labels. 
Sethuraman and Cole (1999) did a study on factors influencing the price premiums 
that consumers pay for national brands over store brands. The authors identify factors 
that influence the size of the price premium that consumers pay for national brands. 
Overall perceived quality differential accounts for about 12 percent of the variation in 
price premiums across consumers and product categories and are the most important 
variable influencing price premiums. 
Cotterill, Putsis and Dhar (2000) did a research on the interaction between private 
labels and national brands and an understanding of the determinants of both demand 
and strategic pricing. The study analyses the strategic price interaction between 
private labels and national brands that throws light on the ability of national brands 
and private labels to raise prices across categories. The study also found that on 
demand side income has positive impact on national brands and negative impact on 
private labels. Similarly increase in income benefits national brands. Thus higher 
income markets mean higher national brand share and higher price premium paid for 
national brands. An increase in the private label distribution increases the private label 
share and decreases the national brand share. Higher private label distribution led to 
the unexpected effect of increase in national brand pricing. Wider distribution of 
private labels pushes tertiary national brands off the shelf there by increasing private 
label share and price difference between national brands and private labels. 
Chatterjee, Heath, and Basuroy (2000) investigated how cross promotions by cross 
coupons affect marketplace competition between national and store brands. Their 
study involved 113 subjects and national and store brands of orange juice and cereal. 
The research found that cross coupons generated more switching to competitor brands 
than straight coupons. 
Batra and Sinha (2000) did a research to examine how different determinants of 
perceived risk help explain variations in purchasing preferences for national brands 
versus store brands or private label brands (PLB) across twelve different product 
categories. The results indicate the following. PLB purchases increases as the 
consequences of making a purchasing mistake declines. Consumers buy fewer PLBs 
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if a category benefits require actual trial / experience instead of searching tiirough 
package label information. 
Heath, et al (2000) experimented to replicate asymmetric price competition favoring 
higher quality competitors and asymmetric quality competition favoring lower quality 
competitors. The findings indicate that improving competitive disadvantages often 
attracts consumers from competitors than does improving competitive advantages. 
Ailawadi, Neslin and Gedenk (2001) did a research to fmd whether national brand 
promotions and store brands attract the same value conscious consumers, which may 
lead to aggravation of channel conflict between manufacturers and retailers. The study 
identifies psychographic and demographic traits that drive the usage of store brands 
and national brands promotions. The authors developed a framework to study the 
association of these demographic and psychographic traits with store brand and 
national brand promotion usage. The study found that demographics do not influence 
directly. But psychographics had significant associations. It was found that usage of 
store brands and usage of out of store promotions are associated with different 
psychographics. Store brand usage is associated with psychographic traits of 
economic benefits and costs and out of store promotions usage is associated with 
psychographics of hedonic benefits and costs. 
Cotterill and Putsis (2001) developed a methodology for examining commonly held 
assumptions in the literature on strategic interaction for national brands and store 
brands. The study used data for six individual categories across 59 markets in 1991 
and 1992. The findings of the research were discussed and scope for future research 
was brought into focus. 
Miquel, et al (2002) developed a model for the decision process involved in a 
purchase which the consumer goes through when choosing store brands over national 
brands. The model addresses issues like change in consumer attitude towards store 
brands. Influence of the level of personal involvement on decision to purchase, and 
reasons why consumers buy store brands. 
Ryan, (2003) in a research article details increasing popularity of private labels of 
apparels and clothing in U.S. Retailers became very serious about their private labels, 
especially post 2000. Retailers made subtle changes like giving better space for 
private labels, promoting them in their weekly circulars etc. According to author 
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retailers are maturing in their private label business. They are treating them more like 
national brands and investing in them more like brands. 
Ailawadi and Harlam (2004) developed and tested a model of the key determinants of 
margins that retailers earn on national brands and store brands. They especially focus 
on the effect of store brand share on percentage margin, dollar margin per unit and 
total dollar margin of the retailer. The findings indicate that not only the percentage 
retail margins on store brands are higher than national brands but also high store 
brand share enables retailers to earn higher percentage margins on national brands. 
But dollar margin per unit may be smaller for store brands because of their lower 
retail price. The research found that it is important for retailers to maintain a balance 
between store brands and national brands to attract and retain the most profitable 
customers. 
Erdem, Zhao and Valenzuela (2004) did an interesting cross country study of 
consumer store brand preference, perceptions and Risk and impact on the 
performance of store brands. The research studies consumer choice behavior toward 
store brands in United States, United Kingdom, and Spain. Store brand market share 
differ by country and are usually higher in Europe than in U.S. the authors model 
studies scanner panel data on laundry detergent in U.S, U.K, and Spanish markets and 
toilet paper and margarine data in U.S and Spanish Markets. The results suggest that 
consistent quality levels and positioning as well as reduction of gap between 
perceived quality levels of national brands and store brands, would help store brands. 
Ryan (2004) wrote an article on finding the right blend of national brands and private 
labels in apparels. According to the author 'department stores are increasingly looking 
to ramp up private label penetration in order to enhance margins and provide greater 
differentiation on the selling floor.' Many of the major chains are looking at private 
labels to replace lagging national brands in moderate and better classifications. 
Department stores clearly have an incentive to expand private labels across categories 
because private label margins run between 6percent to 10 percent higher than national 
brands. The push into fashion comes as many private labels have graduated from 
being filler product on the shelves to brands in their own right. 
Lybeck, Holmlund-Rytkonen and Saaksjarvi (2006) studied the consumer perceptions 
and buying behavior of store brands vs. manufacturer brands of chocolate bars in 
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Finland. While many store brand studies have examined various grocery products, the 
current product focuses on confectionery. The study involves consumer survey and 
analysis of data by chi-square test, ANOVA. The results showed that the middle aged 
and more educated are more store brand prone than others. The study details 
implications of the results for retailers. Wide in store availability of store brand 
chocolates in the store and convince the consumer about safety and taste of their store 
brand candies. 
The influence of price and brand loyalty on store brands vs. national brands was also 
studied. The study used Master-TNS panel data, which included continuous follow up 
of 6,000 household representing all of Spain. The researchers have analyzed data for 
weekly purchases for duration of 80 weeks. The product categories selected were 
dishwashing detergent, milk and mayonnaise. The results of the study revealed that 
the variable most influencing the consumers' purchase of store brands and national 
brands is brand loyalty. Influence of price is varying. In case of dishwashing detergent 
higher the price and higher the purchase signaling that high price perceived to be high 
quality. But in case of milk and mayonnaise lower prices led to higher purchases 
(Cataluna, Garcia and Phau, 2006). 
Huang, Jones and Hahn (2007) did a research on determinants of price elasticities for 
private labels and national brands of cheese. According to authors growing 
consumption of cheese and fierce competition between private labels and national 
brands is the n'otivational factor for this study. The study used 69 weeks of scanner 
data, with consumers segmented by income levels to derive price elasticities for both 
lower and higher income consumers. The findings revealed that the lower income 
consumers to be more price sensitive. Continued growth of private labels is suggested 
if the price gap is maintained. 
The literature available show wide range of issues of national brand and store brand 
competition covered in the research. Store loyalty was found to be related to 
proportion of private brand patronage. Store loyalty was found to be positively 
associated with store brand purchase. Consumer perceptions of dual brand names that 
contains both manufacturer and retailer names were studied. It was found that dual 
brand was perceived closer to private brand than to that of national brand. Consumers' 
perceptions of national, private and generic brands were also studied. National brands 
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were perceived to be superior in terms of reliability, prestige and quality, while 
generic brand were perceived as inferior, private brands were perceived to be of good 
value. Research was also done on differences in the perceptions and attitude of the 
consumers of national, generic and private brands. Research further found that 
consumers perceive great performance risk with generic brands and highest financial 
risk with national brands. 
Research on national and store brand competition also covered issues like variation of 
market share of private labels across categories and understanding of determinants of 
private labels success, introduction of a store brand in a category found to increase 
category profits if it contains number of national brands, variation of store brand 
performance by retailer, asymmetric price competition, store vs. national brand 
choice. Effect national brand advertising on national brand price, privet label share 
and its price, etc. 
National brand share was found to be positively associated with increase of 
consumers' income similarly increase private label distribution was found to increase 
private label share. Study of demographic and psychographic traits with usage of 
national brands and store brands revealed that demographics had no association but 
psychographics had significant association. Research had shown that it is important to 
maintain a balance between store brands and national brands. Cross country studies of 
store brand preference, perception and risk on performance of store brands were also 
probed. A study on influence of price and brand loyalty on store brands vs. national 
brands revealed that brand loyalty had been the most influencing factor. 
4.6 Literature on Apparels: 
Morganosky and Lazarde (1987) used congruity theory approach to study influence of 
foreign made apparel on consumers' perceptions of brand and store quality. 100 U.S 
consumers were interviewed by telephone asking them to evaluate the quality of 
apparel for 3 brand types (name. Designer, and Store) and four store types 
(department, discount, national chain and off price) and imported versus U.S made 
apparel. They then evaluated the quality of each brand type in association with U.S 
made or imported apparel and quality of each store type in association with U.S made 
and imported apparel. Designer brands made in U.S were rated best in quality. 
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Imported goods sold in discount stores received the lowest quality rating. Name brand 
quality perception was not affected by U.S made association. But store brands were 
perceived as significantly higher in quality if they were made in US. 
A research article titled "Private Labels: Strong, Strategic and Growing" reports 
increasing popularity of private labels of apparels and clothing in the U.S (Ryan, 
2003). Retailers have become very serious about their private labels. The article 
details how private labels are getting strong and strategic and keep growing in apparel 
and clothing market of U.S. 
Hyllegard, et al (2005) had done a thought provoking investigation which examined 
consumers' store patronage and purchase behaviour, acceptance of US apparel brands, 
perceptions of retailers' products and services and perceptions of the impact of 
foreign retailers on local communities. Data were collected from 375 consumers in 
Barcelona, Madrid and Valencia. Data were analyzed using MANOVA. The influence 
of retailer characteristics on consumers' store patronage varied by age and income. 
Product characteristics that influenced apparel purchases varied by gender, income 
and age, while acceptance of US brands differed by gender and age. The perceptions 
of Spanish, European and US retailers differed by regarding quality, fashionability 
product assortment, extent and quality customer service, convenience of location, 
payment options, national brands and store layout. Consumers' acceptance of US 
brands was a function of age, household income, apparel product country of 
maniTacture and price. Perceptions of US retailers were a function of household 
income, selected apparel characteristics and consumer acceptance of US apparel 
brands. Differences among perceptions of the impact of retail development were 
found by city. These findings would provide insights into the opportunities and 
challenges for US apparel specialty retailers as they contemplate entry into Spanish 
market. 
A study in 2005 links materialism, gender and nationality with the consumer 
perception of a high priced brand of apparel (Kamineni), the study involved a survey 
of 104 undergraduate students in an Australian university. The study focuses on the 
differences in the perceptions of a high priced brand. It shows that young 
undergraduates hold different perceptions of high priced brand depending on their sex 
and nationality. The study chose high priced fashion clothing (apparel product) brand 
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as purchasing high priced clothing satisfies various materialistic needs. The study 
involved a consumer survey followed by factor analysis, correlation and t tests. The 
findings indicate that there is difference in the materialistic tendencies of males and 
females whereas there is no difference between Australians and non- Australians. 
There is no difference in the brand perception of high priced fashion clothing between 
males and females; but significant difference exists between Australians and non-
Australians. Significantly it was found that materialism affects perception of high 
priced fashion clothing in terms of personal satisfaction but not in terms of the brand 
image. The non Australian sample of 70 was made up of Malaysian, Indian, 
Indonesian, Thai, US, Swedish and Norwegian respondents. Due to small size and 
diverse nature of the countries represented, it was not possible to analyze the inter 
country differences between respondents of these countries. 
Grant and Stephen (2006) studied buying behavior of 'tweenage' (Younger teenage) 
girls and the key societal communicating factors influencing the buying process of 
fashion clothing and the impact of brands on their behavior. Tweenage group is highly 
fashion sensitive. The research used only qualitative methods and explored the role of 
branding and purchasing influences from the perspective of these people to gain better 
and deeper understanding of their behavior. The research involved four focus groups. 
The results of the study showed that the key decision factors are parental and peer 
group approval, brand name and its associations. The results also showed that 
respondents were prepared to pay a premium for a branded product. 
Dawra (2006) did a study to explore whether store brand's equity will be driven by 
intrinsic cues (attributes, price and brand equity) or also by the extrinsic cues like 
retail chain characteristics (store perceived quality, store location, pride and trust in 
store and store loyalty). The study also examines how store brands are positioned 
along both vertical (attributes and price) and horizontal (non-attribute based 
components of preference) dimensions of product differentiation, in the presence of 
national brands and store brands of other stores. The study involved consumer survey 
of 189 respondents by a random mall intercept. The results of the study indicates that 
while perceived quality, brand loyalty and congruence of brand personality and self 
concept had an impact on the brand equity of a store brand, brand awareness does not 
seem to significantly impact the preference due to a store brand's equity. Further store 
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loyalty, store location and trust on store had an impact on the preference due to store 
and store brand association. Store pride (social gratification shopping at a store), had 
no significant impact. 
Lee and Rhee (2008) had developed a conceptual framework of brand personality and 
its scales on the basis of consumer perception, focusing on understanding the 
symbolic messages of brands within a specific category (men's apparel category in 
South Korea): within category brand personality based on consumer perception 
(WCBP-CP). Taking into great consideration the role of context in the specific 
category, a conceptual framework and a set of scales of WCBP-CP are developed 
with five structural components as well as six meaning dimensions, according to 
qualitative and quantitative analysis on data from a total of 648 subjects with 44 
men's apparel brands in South Korea. The findings suggest that the WCBP-CP 
framework is able to explain brand differentiation within a category. 
The review of literature on research related to apparels and brands revealed following 
trends. The research covered several dimensions of apparel brands and consumers' 
perceptions and attitude toward them. Influence of foreign made apparel on 
consumers' perceptions of brand and store quality was researched in a research study. 
How private labels are growing strong and becoming strategic in U.S apparel market 
was elaborated in a research paper. A research investigation explored consumers store 
patronage, purchase behavior and acceptance of U.S apparel brands. 
Link between materialism, gender and nationality with consumer perceptions of high 
priced brands apparels, buying behavior of tweenage girls and key societal 
communication factors influencing the buying process of fashion clothing, brand 
equity and influence of extrinsic and intrinsic cues of brands were the some of the 
aspects covered in the literature. 
In an interesting research on brand personality, within category brand personality 
based on consumer perception (WCBPCP) was investigated. The research developed 
a WCBPCP framework, which was able to explain brand differentiation within a 
category. 
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4,7 Research Gap / Scope: 
Most of the research in Private label/ Store brands vs. National brands was in relation 
to food and grocery products. There were very few studies in apparel category. Most 
of the perception, attitude, acceptance of brand and related studies were also in food 
and groceries related categories. In India there was one study which did research into 
store brand vs. national brands of jeans, concentrating on the effect extrinsic and 
intrinsic cues on brand equity of store brands vs. national brands. There was a 
research which studied cross country study of Store brands preference and perception 
vs. National Brands. In view of organized retailing evolving in India and evolution of 
store brands, particularly in menswear category of apparels, it is proposed to study 
acceptance of store brands vs. national brands in apparel markets: an attitudinal and 
perceptual study. The study is taken up in eight cities, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, 
Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. India is a vast country with 
different geographical and cultural regions. The cities selected would represent 






Research Methodology and Design 
This chapter discusses the research problem and identifies scope of the work. The 
research design and procedures for conducting the study are discussed. The process of 
instrument development, sampHng, data collection and data analysis procedures are also 
discussed. 
5.1 Statement of Problem 
Without a deeper understanding of consumers' perception and attitudes towards national 
brands vs. store brands, formulation of appropriate strategies for either national brands or 
store brands would be difficult. As organized retailing evolved in Indian market, retailers 
have seen the importance and advantage of introducing store brands. This has led to the 
national brands vs. store brands competition. This competition is mainly on the grounds 
of price, quality and exclusivity. The literature review indicates consumers' perception 
and attitude also play an important role in gaining competitive advantage. There are 
several studies exploring different angles of this research problem across the globe. 
However, there are no reported studies in India researching into consumers' perception 
and attitude of national brands vs. store brands, especially in apparel market. This study 
aims to understand Indian consumers' perception and attitude toward national brands vs. 
store brands of menswear apparel category. 
5.2 Research Objectives 
This study addresses following research objectives. 
5.2.1 To investigate the influence of demographic factors on customers' buying 
behavior for national and store brands. 
5.2.2 To investigate the influence of demographic factors on customers' rating for 
display and sale assistance of national and store brands; and display influence 
on customers' buying decision. 
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5.2.3 To analyze the influence of geographical regions (Cities) on customers' 
perception of national brands vs. store brands of menswear apparel category. 
5.2.4 To analyze the influence of geographical regions (Cities) customers' attitude 
toward national brands vs. store brands of menswear apparel category. . 
5.2.5 To analyze customers' perception of national brands vs. store brands of 
menswear apparel category in India. 
5.2.6 To analyze customers' attitude toward national brands vs. store brands of 
menswear apparel category in India. 
5.2.7 To investigate customers' acceptance of national brands vs. store brands of 
menswear apparel category in India. 
5.2.8 To suggest measures to be adopted by the marketers formulating marketing 
strategies of national brands and store brands. 
5.3 Scope of the study 
The focus of the this research in on apparel market of India, menswear market in specific, 
as menswear brands are more evolved and matured as compared to other categories of 
apparels. In this study the terms store brands and private labels are used interchangeably, 
though some private labels are not evolved into brands. Further, all brands other than 
private labels, that is national and international brands are termed as National Brands as 
far as this research is concerned. The study covers consumers in following cities of India. 
Ahmedabad, Benguluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. 
5.4 Research Design 
According to Gilbert and Churchill research design is a frame work for a study, which 
directs the collection and analysis of the data. 
5.4.1 Hypotheses testing 
Following hypotheses are set to test the relationship between various demographic factors 
and buying behavior aspects. 
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Customers' awareness of difference between national brands and store brands. 
HQI: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on gender 
Ho2: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Ho3: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on educational qualification 
Ho4: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on age 
Ho5: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on monthly income 
Customer buying behavior 
Ho6: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on gender 
Ho7: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on city (geographic region) 
Ho8: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on educational qualification 
Ho9: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on age 
Ho 10: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on monthly income 
Holl: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase decision 
(Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on gender 
Hoi2: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase decision 
(Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on city (geographic 
region) 
Ho 13: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase decision 
(Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on age 
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Hoi 4; There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase decision 
(Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on educational 
qualification. 
Ho 15; There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase decision 
(Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on monthly income 
Hoi 6; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect to 
national brands and store brands based on gender 
Ho 17; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect to 
national brands and store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Hoi 8; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect to 
national brands and store brands based on educational qualification 
Ho 19; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect to 
national brands and store brands based on age 
Ho20; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect to 
national brands and store brands based on monthly income 
Impact of demographic factors on 
1. Influence of display on customers' buying decision 
Ho21; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on gender 
Ho22; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on city (geographic region) 
Ho23; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on educational qualification 
Ho24; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on age 
Ho25; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on monthly income 
To analyze 
1. Impact of demographic factors on customers' preference for national 
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Brands vs. store brands. 
2. Association between customers' buying pattern of national brands and 
store brands; and customers' preference for national brands vs. store 
Brands. 
The following hypotheses are set. 
Ho26.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on gender 
Ho27.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Ho28.' There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national brands 
vs. store brands based on educational qualification 
Ho29.' There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on age 
Ho30.' There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on monthly income 
Ho31.' There is no significant association between customers' buying pattern of 
national brands and store brands and customers' preference for national brands 
vs. store brands. 
5.4.2 Influence of demographic factors on 
1. customers' rating for the display of national brands and store brands 
2. customers' rating for sale assistance of national brands and store brands 
These are proposed to be studied using chi-square tests. 
5.4.3 Geographical influence on customers' perception and attitude toward national 
brands vs. store brands 
Chi square tests have been done between city and customers' response to various 
perceptual and attitudinal questions to check geographical influence on customers' 
perception and attitude toward national brands vs. store brands. 
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5.4.4 Instrument Development 
A qualitative study was undertaken with focus group discussions and in depth interviews 
to study national brands and store brands in menswear that the consumers recall and to 
find out the important attributes for evaluation of national brands vs. store brands. 
Consumers' attitudinal dimensions to menswear brands were also discussed. The 
potential consumers were intercepted at malls and checked for awareness of store brand 
and national brand difference. Consumers who were aware of the difference of national 
brands and store brands were interviewed further on store brands and national brands that 
they recall and / or purchased recently. They were quizzed to list the attributes that 
influence their decision on the purchase of these brands. Several types of scales available 
from literature to measure attitude were considered. After discussions with advisors and 
other academic experts it was decided to adopt five point Likert Scale, ranging from 
strongly disagree to strongly agree, to this instrument of survey. 
Utilizing the information from focus group discussions a structured questionnaire was 
developed. The first part of the questionnaire was designed to collect demographic details 
like age, gender, city, educational qualification and income. Second part of the 
questionnaire was aimed at collecting information on their brand purchases, awareness of 
the difference between store brands and national brands, and their brand purchase habits. 
The third part was designed to collect perception responses based on attributes and 
brands identified during the focus group discussions. The attributes identified are-color/ 
print, design/style, comfort, fabric, fit, price and Exclusivity. 
National brands identified are-
Arrow, Van Heusen, Zodiac, Color Plus, Excalibur, Peter England, Louis Philippe, Allen 
Solly, Park Avenue, and Provogue. 
Store brands identified are-
Stop, John Miller, West Side, Club Hopper, Fame Forever, Mario Zegnoti, Marks & 
Spencer's, Code, Forca and Life. 
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Next part of the questionnaire was built to get the ratings from respondents on factors, as 
identified in the pre study, influencing store brand purchase as well as influence of 
merchandise display on purchase decision. Then a specific question was incorporated to 
find out respondents' preference for store brands vs. national brands. The final section of 
the questionnaire constitutes five point likert scale responses for attitude measurement 
toward national brands vs. store brands. There are 38 likert scale responses on 
respondents' attitude towards national brands vs. store brands on color, design, price, 
quality, and value for money, performance etc. In all there are 14 questions. 
5.4.5 Pilot study 
A pilot study has been conducted in Hyderabad city by researcher and enumerators. 
Judgmental sampling technique was used. Sampling method was mall intercept. 15 
respondents were contacted. 15 usable questionnaires were collected finally. Based on 
feedback on pilot study questionnaire was fine tuned and sequencing of questions was 
also changed. 
5.4.5.1 Reliability test. 











N of Items 
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Cronbach Alpha Reliability test conducted using SPSS. The Cronbach alpha value for 
each of the individual items was always more than 0.5. The aggregate Cronbach alpha 
value was 0.782 indicating the reliability of the instrument. Since the aggregate Cronbach 
alpha value was more than 0.70, the instrument is accepted for reliability. 
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5.4.5.2 Validity Test. 
The instrument had been scrutinized by the subject experts in consumer behavior, brand 
management, and research methodology experts, who approved it for content validity. 
Following is the list of academic experts whose opinions were sought on validity of the 
questionnaire. 
1. Dr. Sibichan Mathew, Professor, Department of Fashion Management Studies, 
National Institute of Fashion Technology, New Delhi-110016 
2. Dr. V.V. HaraGopal, Professor & Head, Dept. of Statistics, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad 
5.4.6 Data collection, Sampling Procedure and Questionnaire Administration 
Primary data were collected through structured and tested questionnaire. 
5.4.6.1 Population of the study is the customers of menswear, mostly men and 
occasionally women purchasing for husband /brother/ other family members/ 
friends, preferably aware of the difference between store brands and national 
brands. 
5.4.6.2 Sampling technique and method of administration-
Sampling technique used was judgment. Sampling method was mall intercept method, 
wherein customers constituting sample are intercepted outside shopping mall. The 
questionnaires were administered by the researcher and enumerators who explained 
questionnaire and its purpose to the customers and requested to fill the instruments. 
Occasionally questionnaires were filled in by enumerators based on customers' 
responses. Since this is a questionnaire on menswear, few questionnaires were separately 
titled addressing the female respondents with content being the same. 
Sample was drawn from different cities of India, representing different geographical, 
cultural and demographic milieu. In all eight cities were selected namely Ahmedabad, 
Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, and Pune. Total eight cities 
were selected. To each city 120 questionnaires were allocated with a expectation of 
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getting back approximately 50 percent usable questionnaires in the end. The following 
table summarizes the city wise number of questionnaires allocated, number of 
questionnaires received and number of questionnaires found suitable for analysis. 







































Total usable questionnaires = 504 
5.4.7 Primary Data Analysis and Techniques 
The primary data collected from a total of 504 respondents from eight cities is analyzed 
statistically using SPSS software. The data analysis included hypothesis testing and factor 
analysis. 
5.4.7.1 Hypothesis Testing 
Hypothesis testing was done to find out association between demographic and geographic 
factors on various consumer behavioral aspects. The technique employed was cross-
tabulation and Chi-square test. 
5.4.7.2 Factor Analysis 
Data related to Likert scales and perception rating was analyzed using factor analysis. 
These data are discrete and ordinal. Therefore, factor analysis is used to analyze the data. 
5.5 Limitations: 
1. The study is limited to menswear apparel market in India. 
2. It is also limited to the cities of Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, 
Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. 
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3. The study covered only those customers who generally shop in malls and 
organized retail outlets in up market areas in these cities. 
4. The city wise profile of the respondents indicates that less than 10% of the 
samples are coming from metro cities, except Delhi where it is 11.7%. 
Maximum percent of respondents came from Bangalore and Hyderabad. This 






Data collection was done using the questionnaire developed and subsequently tested 
for reliability and validity. The data collected through questionnaires can be grouped 
and analyzed as under. 
1. Profile of the respondents 
2. Customer awareness of national brands and store brands difference 
3. Customer buying behavior 
4. Influence of merchandise display on customers' buying decision. 
5. Customer preference for national brands vs. store brands. 
6. Influence of demographic factors on customers' rating for national brands and 
store brands display 
7. Geographical influence on perception and attitude of customers toward 
national brands vs. store brands. 
8. Results of Factor Analysis 
6.1 Profile of the respondents 
As described in the research methodology chapter, a customer survey has been 
conducted. This section gives a brief profile of the sample. The demographics of the 
samples are as follows. 
6.1.1 Gender composition 
Table No. 6.1.1.1 Gender composition 
Valid 












Figure No.6.1.1.1 Gender Composition 
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Gender of the respondent 
Since this is a survey on menswear, it is decided that majority of the respondents 
would be males. At the same time female customers who buy menswear for their 
relations, friends etc are also included in the sample, so as to capture their perception 
and attitudes also. 
6.1.2 Education of the respondents 
Table No. 6.1.2.1 Education of the Respondents 
















Figure No. 6.1.2.1 Education of the Respondents 



















Education of th* respondent 
The survey classifies customers into graduates, post graduates and professionals. The 
sample is well represented by these three categories. As the respondents were mall 
intercepts, the education profile indicates professionals (40%) and other educated 
people. 
6.1.3 Approximate monthly income 
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The income profile of the respondents shows that 40 percent of them earn less than 
Rs25000/- per month and 31 percent of them earn between Rs25001 and RsSOOOO per 
month. Only 11 percent earn more than Rs75000/-. 
6.1.4 City of the respondent 
































Figure No. 6.1.4.1 City of the respondent 
City of the respondent 
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DeIN Bangalore Chcrmai Hyderabad Kokala Munibai Ahmedabad Pune 
City of the respondent 
The sample is drawn from 8 cities of India, reflecting different geographical, cultural 
and demographic milieu. The cities represented are Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, 
Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune. The representation of each city in the 
sample is shown in the table. Representation of the Bangalore is highest at 21.8 
percent and Mumbai is lowest at 7.7 percent. 
6.1.5 Age group of the respondent 


























Figure No. 6.1.5.1 Age group of the respondent 
Age group of the respopndent 
Ag« group of th« respopndent 
The sample is represented by different age groups. About 40 percent of the 
respondents are from the age group of 21-25. This corroborates with income profile, 
where 40 percent of the respondents earn less than Rs25000 per month. About 31 
percent of the respondents are in the age group of 26-30. This again is in correlation 
with 31 percent of the respondents earn between Rs25001 and RsSOOOO. 
Hypotheses Testing 
6.2 Awareness of difference between national brands and store brands. 
To study the customers' awareness of difference between national brands and store 
brands in relation to demographic factors, following hypotheses are set and tested. 
Ho 1: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on gender 
Ho2: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Ho3: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on educational qualification 
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Ho4: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on age 
Ho5: There is no significant difference in the customers' awareness of difference 
between national brands and store brands based on monthly income 
Chi square test has been used for hypotheses testing. In computing the chi square 
values, where expected count is less than five, those columns or rows are pooled and 
then chi square calculations done. Cross tabulation does not show up this pooling. 
Pooling is done only for chi square calculation. 
Table No. 6.2.1 Gender of the respondent * Awareness of difference between 










Table No. 6.2.2 City of the respondent * Awareness of difference between 










Table No. 6.2.3 Education of the respondent * Awareness of difference between 










Table No. 6.2.4 Age group of the respondent * Awareness of difference between 











Table No. 6.2.5 Approximate Monthly Income * Awareness of difference 










Chi-square test tables above indicate Pearson value is less than 0.05 in case of gender 
and City (Geographic Region) and more than 0.05 in case of educational qualification, 
age and income consequently Hoi, Ho2 are rejected and the data failed to reject Ho3, 
Ho4, Ho5. Hence customers' awareness of the difference between national brands and 
store brands is influenced significantly by gender and city and no significant 
influence in case of education, age and income. Cross tabulations given Annexure-
III indicate that men are more aware of the difference between national brands and 
store brands compared with women. Awareness levels are more in Delhi, Chennai, 
Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad. Though chi-square test did not indicate any 
significance of education and income, following trends are discernible from cross-
tabulation given in Annexure-lH. Awareness of the difference between national and 
store brands is slightly higher in post graduates and professionals compared with 
graduates. Awareness is slightly more in high income group. 
6.3 Customer buying behavior 
To study the impact of demographic factors on customers' preference for shopping 
destination, nature of their purchase decision (pre-determined, impulse, evaluation of 
choices), and buying pattern of national and store brands, the following hypotheses 
are set and tested. 
6.3.1 Shopping Destination 
Ho6: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on gender 
Ho7: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on city (geographic region) 
Ho8: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on educational qualification 
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Ho9: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on age 
Ho 10: There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for shopping 
destination based on monthly income 

















































Pearson Value in the chi-square test tables above show that the only city (geographic 
region) is significant as P value is less than 0.05. Gender, education, age and income 
are not significant as indicated by P value which is more than 0.05 in these cases. 
Hence, Ho7 is rejected, reflecting the significant influence of city (geographic region) 
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on customers' preferred shopping destination and the data failed to reject Ho6, Ho8, 
Ho9 and Ho 10, indicating that gender, education, age and income had no impact on 
customers' preference for shopping destination. 
Following trends are noted from cross-tabulations (listed in Annexure -IV). Female 
customers had slight preference for multi brand outlets compared to male customers. 
Majority of the respondents from Kolkata prefer multi brand outlets for shopping. 
Significant number of respondents from Chennai and Mumbai prefer factory outlets 
compared to those from other cities. Respondents from Delhi prefer exclusive outlets 
more than those from other cities. Professionals slightly prefer multi brand outlets for 
shopping. Customers' preference for exclusive outlets is increasing with age. More 
preference for exclusive outlets is found in high income group. 
6.3.2. Nature of Purchase decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of 
choices) 
Ho 11: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on gender 
Ho 12: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on city 
(geographic region) 
Ho 13: There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on age 
Ho 14.- There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on 
educational qualification. 
Hol5.' There is no significant difference in the nature of customers' purchase 
decision (Pre-determined, Impulse or evaluation of choices) based on monthly 
income 



















































Pearson value of the above chi square tests is more than 0.05 in each of the cases. 
Consequently data failed to reject null hypotheses HQI 1, Hol2, Hol3, Hol4 and Hol5. 
Hence none of the demographic factors, gender, city, education, age and income, are 
significant as far as nature of customers' purchase decision is concerned. 
However following observations are made from cross tabulations listed in the 
Annexure-V. Women are a little more evaluative of options available when compared 
to men. Respondents from Bangalore are more inclined to pre-determined mode of 
purchase when compared to those from other cities. Respondents from Mumbai show 
significant inclination towards impulse buying when compared to those from other 
cities. 
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6.3.3 Buying pattern with respect to national brands and store brands of 
menswear. 
H0I6; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with 
respect to national brands and store brands based on gender 
Ho 17; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with 
respect to national brands and store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Hoi 8; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect 
to national brands and store brands based on educational qualification 
Hoi 9; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect 
to national brands and store brands based on age 
Ho20; There is no significant difference in the customers' buying pattern with respect 
to national brands and store brands based on monthly income 



















































Pearson value for chi square tests is less than 0.05 in case of gender, city and 
education and more than 0.05 in case of age and income. Consequently Hol6, Hol7 
and Hoi 8 are rejected and the data failed to reject Ho 19 and Ho20. Hence there is a 
significant difference in customers' buying pattern with respect to national brands and 
store brands of menswear based on gender, city (geographic region) and education. 
But there are no significant differences based on age and income. 
Relevant cross tabulations listed in the Annexure-VI show these trends. The tendency 
to buy both national brands and store is more in women compared to men. The 
tendency to buy national brands only is more among men compared with women. 
Respondents from Delhi are inclined to buy national brands only compared to those 
from other cities. Number of respondents who are inclined to buy store brands only is 
significant in case of Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad compared to other cities. 
Respondents from Chennai and Hyderabad have high tendency to buy both national 
and store brands. Chennai and Mumbai cities have respondents little more than other 
cities who buy unbranded. Significant number graduates are inclined to buy only 
store brands compared to post graduates and professionals. 
6.4 Impact of demographic factors on 
1. Influence of display on customers' buying decision 
.Following hypotheses are set and tested. 
Ho21.' There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on gender 
Ho22.- There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on city (geographic region) 
Ho23.- There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on educational qualification 
Ho24.' There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on age 
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Ho25.- There is no significant difference in the customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display based on monthly income 





















































Pearson value of Chi square tests indicate that only city (geographic region) is a 
significant demographic factor, P value is less than 0.05. Other demographic factors, 
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gender, education, age and income are not significant as P value is more than 0.05. 
Consequently Ho22 is rejected and the data failed to reject Ho21, Ho23, Ho24 and 
Ho25. Thus there is significant difference in customers' buying decision being 
influenced by display, based on city. No such differences are noticed based on gender, 
education, age and income. Cross-tabulation reveal following points (Annexure-Vll). 
Very high level of display influence on purchase decision is seen in case of Mumbai. 
Influence of display is very significant in case of Hyderabad. Influence of display is 
on lower side in case of Kolkata. Display influence is comparatively less in 
professionals compared to post graduates and graduates. Display influence decreases 
as educational levels increases, indicating that well educated customers are more 
towards rational decision making rather than impulsive in decision making. 
6.5 Influence of demographic factors on customers preference for national 
brands vs. store brands. 
Following hypotheses are set and tested. 
Ho26.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on gender 
Ho27.- There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on city (geographic region) 
Ho28; There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on educational qualification 
Ho29; There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on age 
Ho30.' There is no significant difference in the customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands based on monthly income 
Table No. 6.5.1 Gender of the respondent * Everything else equal which one you 











Table No. 6.5.2 City of the respondent * Everything else equal which one you 










Table No. 6.5.3 Education of the respondent * Everything else equal which one 










Table No. 6.5.4 Age group of the respondent * Everything else equal which one 










Table No. 6.5.5 Approximate Monthly Income * Everything else equal which one 










The results of the Chi square tests indicate that only city (geographic region) is 
significant and other demographic factors are not significant. Ho27 is rejected as P 
value is less than 0.05 and Ho26, Ho28, Ho29 and Ho30 are not rejected as P value in 
each of these cases is more than 0.05. There is no significant difference in customers' 
preference for national brands vs. store brands based on gender, education, age and 
income. But city (geographic region) is found to be significant factor. 
Following observations are made from cross tabulations (Annexure-VIII). Men are 
little more inclined towards national brands and women are little more inclined 
towards store brands in comparison to each other. Respondents from Pune, Chennai 
and Mumbai have more preference to national brands than those from other cities. 
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Respondents from Delhi, Kolkata and Bangalore have low preference for national 
brands. Respondents from Kolkata and Delhi are relatively more inclined towards 
store brands in comparison to those from other cities. Store brand preference seems to 
increase with educational qualification. Highest preference is found with those who 
are professionally qualified. Indicating more acceptances of store brands among better 
educated. 
6.6 Association between customers' buying pattern with respect to national and 
store brands and their preference for national brands vs. store brands 
The following hypothesis is set and tested. 
Ho31 .• There is no significant association between customers' buying pattern of 
national brands and store brands and customers' preference for national 
brands vs. store brands. 
Table No.6.6.1 Customers' buying pattern of national brands and store brands * 










P value of Chi square test is less than 0.05, indicating high level of significance. 
Consequently Ho31 is rejected. There is a strong association between customers' 
buying pattern of national brands and store brands and their preferences for national 
brands and store brands. 
Cross tabulation listed in annexure-VIIl indicates that about 82 percent of respondents 
who buy only national brands preferred national brands over store brands. 
Interestingly 60 percent of respondents who buy only store brands preferred national 
brands over store brands, while 37 percent preferred store brancs. Significantly 74 
percent of the respondents who buy both national brands and store brands preferred 
national brands. The findings indicate that though store brands are gaining ground, 
national brands are still dominant in customers' mind space. 
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6.7 Influence of demographic factors on 
1. customers' rating for the display of national brands and store brands 
2. customers' rating for sale assistance of national brands and store brands 
6.7.1 Customers' rating for the display of national brands and store brands. Results 
of the chi square tests listed in the Annexure-IX indicate that there is a 
significant difference in customers' rating for the display of national brands 
based on city (geographic region) and there is no significant difference based 
on other demographic factors - gender, education, age and income. City is 
found to be a significant factor even in case of customers' rating for the 
display of store brands based on the chi square test results given in the 
annexure-lX. other demographic factors are found to be of no significance. 
Following observations are made from cross tabulations. Delhi and Bangalore 
respondents have given better rating for national brands display compared to 
those from other cities. Respondents from kolkata gave more neutral rating for 
national brand display. Respondents from Mumbai and Ahmedabad gave 
better rating for store brand display in comparison to that given by those from 
other cities. Significant number respondents from Kolkata gave neutral rating 
to store brand display. 
6.7.2 Customers' rating for sale assistance of national brands and store brands. The 
results of the chi square tests listed in the annexure X indicate that there is a 
significant difference in customers' rating for sale assistance of national 
brands based on city (geographic Region) and but not based on gender, 
education, age and income. Similar result is obtained in case of customers' 
rating for the sale assistance of store brands also. Among various demographic 
factors studied only city, reflecting the geographical region of the respondents, 
is found to be significant. Following trends are observed from cross 
tabulations. Respondents from Delhi have given mu-^ h better rating for sale 
assistance of national brands. Significant numbers of respondents from 
Kolkata have rated neutral for sale assistance of national brands. Respondents 
from Mumbai rated sale assistance of store brands much better than those from 
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other cities. Significant number of respondents from Delhi, Chennai and 
Kolkata have rated neutral for sale assistance of store brands. 
6.8 Geographical (city) influence. 
Geographical (city) influence on customers' perception of selected national brands 
and store brands, customers' ratings for selected attributes of national brands and 
store brands and customers' attitude toward national brand vs. store brands are studied 
by conducting cross tabulation and chi-square test for city of the respondents with 
customers' response to the relevant question on perception or attitude related aspects. 
The obtained P values (Pearson values) of chi-square tests are tabulated. 
6.8.1 Geographical influence on customers' response on perception related attributes 
of selected national and store brands. To test this influence, the customers' responses 
on each attribute related to perception is cross tabulated and then chi square test is 
done to get P value. Since there are ten national brands and ten store brands selected 
and customers' response measured on 7 seven attributes for each brand, there are 140 
P values generated from 140 chi-square tests. The results are tabulated in the table no. 
6.8.1.1 
As can be seen from the table (table no.6.8.1.1), except for color/ print attribute (P 
value = 0.065) of Life brand all other P values are less than 0.05, clearly indicating 
the impact of geographical (city) factor on customers' rating of perception related 
attributes of selected brands. Geographical region has significant influence on 
customers' perception of national and store brands. Customers' perception of national 
brands and store brands differ from geographical region to region. 
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Table No. 6.8.1.1 P values of chi square test generated when city of the 
respondents is cross tabulated with customers' rating for each of the seven 
attribute with ten selected national brand and ten selected store brands. 











































































































































































6.8.2 Geographical (city) influence on customers' response on attributes related to 
national brands and store brands in general. To test this influence, the customers' 
responses on each attribute related to perception is cross tabulated and then chi square 
test is done to get P value. Since there are eight attributes on which customers' rated 
both national brands and store brands, 16 P values are generated from 16 chi square 
tests, which are tabulated in the table. 
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Table No. 6.8.2.1 P values of chi square test generated when city of the 
respondents is cross tabulated with customers rating for each of the attributes 
for national brands and selected store brands. (Relevant Chi-square tables are 


































As can be seen from the table, all p values are less than 0.05, clearly indicating the 
impact of geographical (city) factor on customers' rating of attributes for national 
brands and store brands. Customers from different geographical regions have rated the 
attributes differently. 
6.8.3 Geographical influence on customers' response related attitude toward national 
brand vs. store brand. To test this influence, the customers' response to each Likert 
statement is cross tabulated and P values of the chi-square tests done are obtained and 
tabulated. There are 38 attitudinal statements and 38 corresponding p values tabulated 
in the table. 
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Table No. 6.8.3.1 P values of chi square test generated when city of the 
respondents is cross tabulated with customers' response on 38 items of the 









































Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to color 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to dark color 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to light color 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to white color 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to black color 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to blue color 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to designs 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to self designs 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to stripes 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to checks 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect of price 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to price of premium shirts 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to price of non-premium 
shirts 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to value for money 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to value for money in 
premium shirts 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to adaptability in life style 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to comfort 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to trust 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to familiarity 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to differentiation 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to benefits 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to quality 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to feel 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to looks 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to recognition 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to popularity 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to performance 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to wrinkle free 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to summer collections 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to winter collections 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to all the seasons 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to party wear 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to office wear 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to daily wear 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to special occasions 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to availability 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to color combination 








































As can be seen from the table, except for statements of S.No9 and S.No 15, the P 
values are less than 0.05 for all other statements, indicating that there is a significant 
influence of geographical factor (city) on customers' response to attitudinal 
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statements. There are significant differences in customers' attitudes toward national 
and store brands based on geographical region. 
After analyzing the data on various Attributes we have noticed that for certain 
attributes there is a significant difference among attributes and for a few other 
attributes there is no significant difference in the attributes. With this view in mind, a 
multivariate technique called Factor Analysis is used for the data collected to know 
that which brand is rated better. There are ten national and ten store brands selected 
for perceptional study based on seven attributes. Factor analysis is adopted to know 
which brands and on which attributes have high priority in customers' mind. 
Similarly, national brands and store brands in general are studied on eight attributes. 
To know which attributes for national and store brands have got high priority and 
which attributes for national and store brands have got low priority in customers' 
perception, factor analysis is expected to throw light. Factor analysis would also help 
in identifying significant and non significant attitudinal Likert statements. 
6.9 Factor Analysis 
Factor analysis attempts identify underlying variables or factors that explain the 
pattern of correlation within a set of observable variations. Factor analysis is often 
used in data reduction to identify small number of the variables observed in a much 
larger number of manifest variables. Factor analysis can also be used to generate 
hypotheses regarding causal mechanisms or to screen variables for subsequent 
analysis. The factor analysis procedure offers a high degree of flexibility, where it 
involves factor extraction, method of rotation and scores obtained can be used to for 
further analysis. In this study new factor measure calculation is not done as the 
purpose of factor analysis here is to identify perceptions and attitudes of the 
respondents in terms of variance. Maximization is computed and is given in the factor 
loading tables. 
With this idea factor analysis is implemented for question no. 8 related to perceptual 
attributes, question no.9 related to brand attributes for store brands and national 
brands, question no. 11 pertaining to store brand purchase influence factors and 
question no. 14 related to attitude toward national and store brands. It is found that 
whole data can be reduced into smaller components which evident from tables given. 
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6.9.1 Factor analysis of customers' rating of perceptual attributes of 
national brands. 
Table No. 6.9.1.1 Factor analysis - Communalities 
1 Perdeved preference for colour / print for Airoow brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Slyfe for Anoow brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Arroow brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Arroow brand 
Perdeved preference for Pits for Arroow brand 
Perdeved preference for Price tor Anroow brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Arroow brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Van Heusen brand 
Perdeved preference for Oesign/Slyle for Van Heusen brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Van Heusen brand 
Perdeved preference for Fatiric for Van Heusen brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits tor Van Heusen brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Van Heusen brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Van Heusen tKand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for Design / Stytetfor Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for Price tor Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivily for Zodiac brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Colour Plus brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Colour Plus brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Colour f^us brand 
Perdeved preference for Fat>nc for Colour Plus brand 
Percieved preference for Fits for Colour Plus brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Colour Plus brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Colour Plus brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Excaliber brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Excaliber brand 
Percieved preference for Comfoct for Excalitjer brarKl 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Excaliber brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for ExcalitKf brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Excafiber brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Excalit>er brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Peler England brand 
Perdeved preference for Design / Stylet for Peter England brand 
Perdeved preference tor Comfort for Peter England brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Peter England brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Peter England brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Peter England brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Exdusivityfor Peter England brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Louis PfvUippe brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Louis Phitleppe brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Lous Pttillippe brand 
Perdeved preference for Fat>ric for Louis Ptiinippe brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Louis PtiUeppe brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Louis Ptiitteppa brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivily for Louis PtilHeppe brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / pnr>t for ANen SoHey brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Allen Solley brand 
Perdeved preferefKa for Comfort for Allen Solley brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Allen Solley brand 
Perdeved preference lor Fits for Allen Solley brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Allen Solley brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivily for Alen Solley brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / print for Paik Avenue brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Part< Avenue brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Parit Avenue brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Parit Avenue brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for ParK Averwe brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Park Avenue brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivily for Parte Avenue brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / priril for Provogue brarid 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Provogue brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Provogue brand 
Perdeved preference for FatKic for Provogue brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Provogue brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Provogue brand 
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99 549 
99 655 
9 9 7 5 8 
9 9 8 4 6 
99 926 
100 000 
Table No 6.9.1.2 Total Variance Explalne 
Extraction Sums of Souared Loadinos 
Total 
24.771 
4 0 3 1 
3687 








% of Variance 
35.388 
5 7 5 8 
5 268 
5 183 
4 2 2 3 
3 9 1 8 
3 2 1 9 
2 7 0 2 
















Rotation Sums of Squared Loadinos 
Total 
5 5 0 1 
5 3 4 8 
5 3 2 4 
5 2 6 2 
5 1 1 3 
5.027 
4 9 4 7 
4 9 1 3 
4 2 9 6 
3 289 
1.677 




7 5 1 8 
7.304 
7.181 

















Extraction Method: Pnncipai Component Analysis 
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Component Number 
To analyze customers' perceived rating for a given set of attributes of selected 
national brands factor analysis performed. The results of the factor analysis of 
national brand perceptual attribute rating by customers' reveal that Van Heusen, Louis 
Philippe, ColorPlus and Excalibur have been given high priority by the customers on 
attributes like color, design, comfort and fabric. Whereas Zodiac, Peter England, Park 
Avenue, seem to be least preferred by the respondents based on similar attributes.. 
The data analyzed under this category reduces to 11 components giving a total factor 
loading of 72.425% 
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6.9.2 Factor analysis of customers' rating of perceptual attributes of store 
brands. 
Tabl« No. 6.9.2.1 Factor Analysis - Communalities 
Perdeved preference for colour / pring for Stop tyand 
Peroeved preferecKS for Oe&iQn/Styte for Stop tKand 
Percteved preference for Comfort for Stop brar>d 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Slop brand 
Perdeved prefererKa for Fits for Stop brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Pnce for Stop brarid 
Perdeved prefererKe for Exdusivity for Stop brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for colour / phng for John Miller brand 
Perdeved preference for [^sign/Style for John Miller brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for John Miller brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for John Miller brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for John YMer brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for John Miner brarid 
Perdeved prefererKe for Exclusivity for John Miller brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for colour / pring for West Side brarwj 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for West Sidebrand 
Perdeved preference for Contfort for West Side brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Fabric for West Side brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for West Side brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for West Side brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Exclusivity for West Side brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / pring for Club Hopper brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Club Hopper brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Comfort for Club Hopper brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Club Hopper brand 
perdeved prefererKe for Fits for Club Hopper brarxl 
Perdeved preference for Price for Club Hopper brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Club Hopper brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / pring for FaiTie Forever brarid 
Perdeved prefererKe for Desian/Style for Fame Forever brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Comfort for Fame Forever brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Fabric for Fame Forever brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Fame Foreverbrand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Price for Fame Forever brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivity for Fame Forever brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for colour 1 pring for Mario Zegnoti brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Design/Style for Mario Zagnoti brand 
Perdeved prefereiKe for Comfort for Mario Zegnob brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Fabric for Mario Zegnoti brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Mario Zegnoti brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Price for Mario Zegnoti brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Mario Zegnoti brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / pring for Merits & Spencers brand 
Perdeved prefererKe for Design/Style for Martts & SperKers brand 
Penieved preference for Comfort for Marits & Spencers brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Marks & SpeiKers brand 
perdeved preference for Fits for Marks & Spencers brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Marlts & Spencers brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivity for Marks & Spencers brand 
Perdeved preference for colour / pring for Code brand 
Perdeved preference for DesignVStyle for Code brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Code brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Code brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Code brand 
Perdeved preference for F r^ice for Code brand 
Perdeved preference for Exclusivity for Code brand 
Perdeved preference lor colour / pring for Forca brand 
Perdeved preferenrx for Design/Style for Forca brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Forca brarid 
Perdeved preference tor Fabric for Forca brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Forca brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Forca brand 
Perdeved preference for Exdusivity for Forca brand 
Perdeved preference for cotour / pring for Life brand 
Perdeved preference for Design/Style for Life brand 
Perdeved preference for Comfort for Life brand 
Perdeved preference for Fabric for Life brand 
Perdeved preference for Fits for Life brand 
Perdeved preference for Price for Life brand 
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Table No. $.9.2.2Total Variance Enplalned 
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Rotation Sums of Sauared Loadinas 
Total 
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Extraction Method: Prinapal Component Analysis 
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Figure No. 6.9.2.1 Scree plot of factor loadings of perceptions of SBs 
Scree Plot 
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Component Number 
To analyze customers' perceived rating for a given set of attributes of selected store 
brands factor analysis is performed. The results of the factor analysis of store brand 
perceptual attribute rating by customers' reveal that Code is given high priority on 
factors like design, price and exclusivity and Life brand given high priority on 
attributes like design, fabric, fit. This finding is significant because Life is store brand 
of Shoppers Stop introduced as a part of green retailing initiative. The respondents 
seem to prefer other store brands more or less equally. The data analyzed under this 
category reduced to 10 components giving a total factor loading of 85.328% 
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6.9.3 Factor analysis of customers' rating of national brand attributes. 
Table No. 6.9.3.1 Factor analysis of customers' rating of national brand 
attributes 
Communalities 
Percieved rating for NB quality 
Percieved rating for NB Price 
Percieved rating for NB Value for money 
Percieved rating for NB Variety 
Percieved rating for NB Advertising 
Percieved rating for NB Comfort 
Percieved rating for NB Availability 



















Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No.6.9.3.2: Factor analysis of customers' rating of national brand 
attributes 


























































Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis, 





To analyze which attributes have highest priority in national brands among 
respondents factor analysis is performed. The results of the factor analysis indicate 
that for national brands respondents have highest priorities for availability, value for 
money and price. The respondents seem to give the least preference for the attribute 
comfort for national brands. The data analyzed under this category reduced to 2 
components giving a total factor loading of 60.102% 
6.9.4 Factor analysis of customers' rating of store brand attributes. 
Table No. 6.9.4.1 Factor analysis of customers' rating of store brand attributes 
Communalities 
Perc.sved rating for SB quality 
Percieved rating for SB Price 
Percieved rating for SB Value for money 
Percieved rating for SB Variety 
Percieved rating for SB Advertising 
Percieved rating for SB Comfort 
Percieved rating for SB Availability 



















Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No. 6.9.4.2 Factor analysis of customers' rating of store brand attributes 


























































Ex\raction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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To analyze which attributes have highest priority in store brands among respondents 
factor analysis is performed. The results of the factor analysis indicate that for store 
brands respondents have highest priorities for availability, value for money and price. 
The respondents seem to give the least preference for the attribute comfort for store 
brands. The data analyzed under this category reduced to 2 components giving a total 
factor loading of 54.968% . 
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6.9.5 Factor analysis of customers' rating of factors influencing store brand 
purchase. 
Table No. 6.9.5.1 Factor analysis of customers' rating of factors influencing store 
brand purchase. 
Communalities 
Influence of family and friends on store brand purchase 
Influence of convenience on store brand purchase 
Influence of quality on store brand purchase 
Influence of price on store brand purchase 
Influence of Advertising on store brand purchase 
Influence of Display on store brand purchase 
Influence of Value for money on store brand purchase 
Influence of Variety on store brand purchase 
Influence of Availabilityon store brand purchase 























Extraction Method; Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No. 6.9.5.2 Factor analysis of customers' rating of factors influencing store 
brand purchase. 














































































Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Figure No. 6.9.5.1 factor loadings for customers' rating of factors influencing 
store brand purchase. 
Scree Plot 
Component Number 
To analyze which factors have highest priority in influencing store brand purchase 
decision among respondents, factor analysis is performed. The results of the factor 
analysis indicate that Advertising, display, convenience and family and friends have 
high priority. The other factors are more or less equal in influence. The data analyzed 
under this category reduced to 4 components giving a total factor loading of 68.141% 
14 
6.9.6 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale statements of 
attitude 
Table No. 6.9.6.1 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale 
statements of attitude. 
CommunalitJes 
SB is better ttian NB in color 
SB is better ttian NB in dark colors 
SB is better than NB in light colors 
SB is better than NB in white color 
SB is better than NB in black color 
SB is better than NB in blue color 
SB is better than NB in design 
NB Is better than SB in self design 
NB is better than SB in stripes 
NB is better than SB in checks 
NB is better than SB in price 
NB is better than SB in price of premium shirts 
SB is better than NB in price of non-premium shirts 
SB is better than NB in value for money 
SB is better than NB in value for money in premium shirts 
SB is better than NB in adaptability to lifestyle 
SB Is better than NB in comfort 
SB is better than NB in trust 
SB is better than NB in familiarity 
SB is better than NB in differentiation 
SB is better than NB in benefits 
SB is better than NB in quality 
SB is better than NB in feel 
SB is better than NB in looks 
NB is better than SB in recognition 
NB is better than SB in popularity 
NB is better than SB in performance 
NB Is better than SB in wrinklefree 
NB is better than SB in summer collections 
NB is better than SB in winter collections 
NB is better than SB in all seasons 
SB is better than NB in partywear 
SB is better than NB in officevtrear 
SB is better than NB in dailywear 
SB is better than NB for special ocassions 
SB is better than NB in availability 
SB Is better than NB in color combination 















































































Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Table No. 6.9.6.2 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale 
statements of attitude. 



























































































































































































































Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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The factor loadings are shown in scree plot. 
Figure No. 6.9.6.1 Factor loadings for customers' responses to Likert scale 
statements of attitude. 
Scree Plot 
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Component Number 
To analyze which of the thirty eight attitudinal statements have highest priority in 
customers' attitude toward national vs. store brands, factor analysis is performed. The 
results of the factor analysis indicate that following statements have high priority 
among the respondents. 
Store brand is better than national brand in party wear 
Store brand is better than national brand in value for money 
National brand is better than store brand in all seasons 
National brand is better than store brand in price 
Store brand is better than national brand in dark colors 
Store brand is better than national brands in light colors 
National brand is better than store brand in self designs 
National brand is better than store brand in stripes 
National brand is better than store brand in checks 
17 
The following statements have the least priority with the respondents. 
Store brand is better than national brand in adaptability to lifestyle. 
Store brand is better than national brand in familiarity 
Store brand is better than national brand in trust. 
Store brand is better than national brand in differentiation. 
Store brand is better than national brand for special occasions. 
Store brand is better than national brand in looks. 
National brand is better than store brand in wrinkle free. 
The data analyzed under this category reduced to 9 components giving a total factor 
loading of 54.384% 
6.9.7 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale statements of 
attitude 
Table No. 6.9.7.1 Factor analysis of attitudinal responses 
Communalities 
SB is better than NB in color 
SB is better than NB in dark colors 
SB is better than NB in light colors 
SB is better than NB in white color 
SB is better than NB In black color 
SB is better than NB in blue color 

















Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No. 6.9.7.2 Factor analysis of attitudinal responses 


































Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total 
3.581 




Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Component Number 
To analyze which of the attitudinal statements related to color, dark color, light color, 
white color, black color, blue color and design have highest priority in customers' 
attitude toward national vs. store brands, factor analysis is performed. The results of 
the factor analysis indicate that following statements have high priority among the 
respondents. 
• Store brand is better than national brand in light colors 
• Store brand is better than national brand in black color 
• Store brand is better than national brand in dark colors. 
The following statement has least priority among respondents. 
• Store brand is better than national brand in design 
The data analyzed under this category reduced to one component giving a total factor 
leading of 51.155%. 
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6.9.8 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale statements of 
attitude. 
Table No. 6.9.8.1 Factor analysis of attitudinal responses 
Communalities 
NB is better than SB in self design 
NB is better than SB in stripes 
NB is better than SB in checks 
NB is better than SB in price 














Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 



























Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total 
2.222 




Extraction Method; Principal Component Analysis. 
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The factor loadings are shown in scree plot. 
Figure 6.9.8.1 Factor loadings of attitudinal responses 
Scree Plot 
Component Number 
To analyze which of the attitudinal statements related to self design, stripes, checks, 
price, and price of premium shirts have highest priority in customers' attitude toward 
national vs. store brands, factor analysis is performed. The results of the factor 
analysis indicate that following statements have high priority among the respondents. 
• National brand is better than store brand in stripes 
• National brand is better than store brand in checks 
The following statement has got the least priority among the respondents. 
• National brand is better than store brand in price 
The data analyzed under this category reduced to one component giving a total factor 
loading of 44.437% 
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6.9.9 Factor analysis of customers' responses to likert scale statements of attitude 
Table No. 6.9.9.1 Factor analysis of attitudinal responses 
Communalities 
SB is better than NB in price of non-premium shirts 
SB is better than NB in value for money 
SB is better than NB in value for money in premium shirts 
SB is better than NB in adaptability to lifestyle 
SB is better than NB in comfort 
SB is better than NB in trust 
SB is better than NB in familiarity 
SB is better than NB in differentiation 
SB is better than NB in benefits 
SB is better than NB in quality 
SB is better than NB In feel 



























Extraction Method. Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No. 6.9.9.2 Factor analysis of attitudinal responses 










































































Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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The factor loadings are shown in scree plot. 
Figure No. 6.9.9.1 Factor loadings of customers' attitudinal responses 
Scree Plot 
Component Number 
To analyze which of the attitudinal statements related to price of non premium shirts, 
value for money, value for money in premium shirts, adaptability to lifestyle, comfort, 
trust, familiarity, differentiation, benefits, quality, feel and looks have highest priority 
in customers' attitude toward national vs. store brands, factor analysis is performed. 
The results of the factor analysis indicate that following statements have high priority 
among the respondents. 
• Store brand is better than national brand in value for money 
• Store brand is better than national brand in price of non premium shirts 
• Store brand is better than national brand in value for money in premium shirts. 
The following statements have got the least priority among the respondents. 
• Store brand is better than national brand in familiarity 
• Store brand is better than national brand in adaptability to lifestyle 
• Store brand is better than national brand in trust 
• Store brand is better than national brand in benefits. 
The data analyzed under this category reduced to two components giving a total factor 
loading of 45.459% 
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6.9.10 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale statements of 
attitude 
Table No. 6.9.10.1 Customers' attitudinal responses 
Communalities 
NB is better than SB in recognition 
NB is better than SB in popularity 
NB is better than SB in performance 
NB is better thar\ SB in wrinl^lefree 
NB is better than SB in summer collections 
NB is better than SB in winter collections 

















Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No. 6.9.10.2 Customers' attitudinal responses 





















































Extraction Metfiod: Principal Component Analysis. 
The factor loadings are shown in scree plot 




To analyze which of the attitudinal statements related to recognition, popularity, 
performance, wrinkle free, summer collections, winter collections, and for all seasons 
have highest priority in customers' attitude toward national vs. store brands, factor 
analysis is performed. The results of the factor analysis indicate that following 
statements have high priority among the respondents. 
• National brand is better than store brand in winter collections. 
• National brand is better than store brand in summer collections. 
• National brand is better than store brand in all seasons 
• National brand is better than store brand in popularity 
Following statements have least priority 
• National brand is better than store brand in wrinkle free 
• National brand is better than store brand in performance. 
The data analyzed under this category reduced to two components giving a total factor 
loading of 54.790% 
6.9.11 Factor analysis of customers' responses to Likert scale statements of 
attitude. 
Table No. 6.9.11.1 Factor analysis of customers' attitudinal responses 
Communalities 
SB is better than N8 in partywear 
SB is better than NB in officewear 
SB is better than NB in daiiywear 
SB is better than NB for special ocassions 
SB is better than NB in availability 
SB is better than NB in color combination 

















Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Table No. 6.9.11.2 Factor analysis of customers' attitudinal responses 






















































Extraction Method: Principal Componeni Analysis 
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The factor loadings are shown in scree plot 
Figure No. 6.9.11.1 Factor loadings for customers' attitudinal responses 
Compon*nl Number 
To analyze which of the attitudinal statements related to partywear, ofFicewear, 
dailywear, for special occasions, availability, color combination and life of the cloth 
have highest priority in customers' attitude toward national vs. store brands, factor 
analysis is performed. The results of the factor analysis indicate that following 
statements have high priority among the respondents. 
• Store brand is better than national brand in availability 
• Store brand is better than national brand in dailywear 
• Store brand is better than national brand in partywear 
The following statement has least priority among the respondents. 
• Store brand is better than national brand in for special occasions 
The data analyzed under this category reduced to two components giving a total factor 






Conclusions and Recommendations 
7. Conclusions and Implications 
The main findings from the field study establish clear linkages to city based 
preferences in some factors of consumer buying behavior as summarized below. 
7,1 Influence of demographic factors on customers' buying behavior. 
7.1.1 Awareness of difference between national brands and store brands. 
The results of the cross tabulation and chi-square test indicate that gender and city of 
the respondent have an impact on customers' awareness of difference between 
national brands and store brands. Age, monthly income and educational qualification 
have no influence on customers' awareness of the same. Cross tabulation indicates 
that the awareness of difference between national and store brands is more in Delhi, 
Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad and it is low in Bangalore. The 
awareness is more in men compared with women. 
7.1.2 Customers' Preferred Shopping Destination 
Cross tabulation and chi-square tests of customers' choice of shopping destination 
with demographic factors reveal that City alone has influence on customers' 
preference of shopping destination. Cross tabulation indicates following: 
• Majority of the respondents in Kolkata prefer Multi Brand Outlet as a 
shopping destination. 
• Significant number of respondents in Chennai and Mumbai prefer factory 
outlet as shopping destination compared to other cities. 
• Respondents from Delhi have more preference for exclusive outlets compared 
to other cities. 
• As age group is increases, customers' preference for exclusive outlets is 
increasing. 
• More preference for exclusive outlets is found in high income group. 
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7.1.3 Nature of purchase decision 
Results from chi-square tests would indicate that none of the demographic factors 
had significant influence on nature of purchase decision. Cross tabulation reveals 
following subtle differences. 
• Women are a little more evaluative of options available when compared to 
men. 
• Respondents from Bangalore are more inclined to pre-determined mode of 
purchase when compared to those from other cities. 
• Respondents from Mumbai show significant inclination towards impulse 
buying when compared to those from other cities. 
7.1.4 Buying pattern with respect to national brands and store brands 
Influence of demographic factors is tested by chi square tests. The results reveal that 
gender, city and educational qualification have an impact on the buying pattern. 
Following are the observations from cross tabulation. This finding may be compared 
with the finding of a study by Ailawadi, Neslin and Gedenk (2001) which found that 
demographics do not influence national brand and store brand usage and promotion 
usage. But psychographics had significant influence on national brand and store brand 
usage and brand promotions. 
• The tendency to buy both national brands and store brands is more in women 
as compared to men. 
• The tendency to buy national brands only is more among men as compared 
with women. 
• Respondents from Delhi are more inclined to buy national brands only 
compared to those from other cities. 
• Number of respondents who are inclined to buy store brands only is 
significant in case of Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad compared to other 
cities. 
• Respondents from Chennai and Hyderabad have high tendency to buy both 
national and store brands. 
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• Chennai and Mumbai respondents buy more unbranded apparel than those 
from other cities. 
• A Significant number of graduates are inclined to buy only store brands 
compared to post graduates and professionals, who can afford are more brand 
conscious and can also afford the higher priced brands. 
7.2.1 Effect of display on buying decision. 
The results show that in this also, only city has influence on buying decision being 
affected by display. The other demographic factors have no influence. Cross 
tabulation reveals following observations. 
• Very high level of display influence on purchase decision is seen in case of 
Mumbai. 
• Influence of display is very significant in case of Hyderabad 
• Influence of display is on lower side in case of Kolkata. 
7.2.2 Customers' rating for national brands display and store brand display. 
Chi-square test to fmd out influence of demographic factors on customers' rating for 
the display of national brands and store brands indicate that only city has an 
influence on customers rating for the display of national brands as well as store 
brands. Other demographic factors are of no significance. Following observations are 
made from cross tabulation. 
• Delhi and Bangalore respondents have given better rating for national brands 
display compared to those from other cities. 
• Respondents from Kolkata gave more neutral rating for national brand display 
• Respondents from Mumbai and Ahmedabad gave better rating for store brand 
display in comparison to that given by those from other cities. 
Significant number of respondents from Kolkata gave neutral rating to store brand 
display. 
7.2.3 Rating for sale assistance of national brands and store brands. 
The influence of demographic factors on customers' rating for the sale assistance of 
national brands and store brand is tested by chi square tests. The results indicate that 
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in this case also only city has a significant influence and other demographic factors 
have no significance. Careful observation of cross tabulation reveals following points. 
• Respondents from Delhi have given much better rating for sale assistance of 
national brands. 
• Significant numbers of respondents from Kolkata have rated neutral for sale 
assistance of national brands. 
• Respondents from Mumbai rated sale assistance of store brands much better 
than those from other cities. 
• Significant number of respondents from Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata have 
rated neutral for sale assistance of national brands. 
7.3 Geographical influence (city) on customers' perceptions of national brands 
vs. store brands. 
A high level of significance is indicated by the results suggesting that customers' 
perceptions are influenced by city. A total of 140 chi square tests conducted for this 
purpose. This may be compared with a study by Munn (1959-1960) which found that 
brand perception is largely independent of consumer socioeconomic classification 
(income education and age). In this case also only geographical location of the 
respondents is found to be significant and other demographic factors are of no 
significance. 
7.4 Geographical influence (city) on customers' attitudes toward national brands 
vs. store brands. 
A series of chi square tests conducted to analyze the influence of geographical factor 
on attitudinal responses of customers. A high level of significance is indicated by the 
results suggesting customers' attitudes are strongly influenced by city. This is one of 
the major findings of the study, with consequent implications for the merchandisers, 
marketers and retailers of both national and store brands. Previous conclusions related 
customers buying behavior also reveal high level of geographical significance. 
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7.5 Customers' perception of national brands and store brands. 
7.5.1 Perceptual attributes related to selected national and store brands. 
The results of the factor analysis of national brand perceptual attribute rating by 
customers' reveal that Van Heusen, Louis Philippe, ColorPlus and Excalibur seem to 
dominate the menswear market. Whereas Zodiac, Peter England, Park Avenue, seem 
to be least preferred by the respondents. 
The results of the factor analysis of store brand perceptual attribute rating by 
customers' reveal that Code and Life seem to dominate the menswear store brand 
market. The respondents seem to prefer other store brands more or less equally. 
7.5.2 Customers' rating for brand attributes of national brands and store brands 
in general. 
The results of the factor analysis indicate that for national brands respondents have 
highest priorities for availability, value for money and price. The respondents seem to 
least prefer comfort for national brands. The results of the factor analysis indicate that 
for store brands respondents have highest priorities for availability, value for money 
and price. The respondents seem to least prefer comfort for store brands. The results 
are similar for both national and store brands. Indicating that customers are looking 
for availability of appropriate merchandise especially with respect to size, value for 
money and price be it national brand or store brand. 
7.5.3 Factors influencing the store brand purchase. 
The results of the factor analysis indicate that Advertising, display, convenience and 
family and friends have higher priority. The other factors are more or less equal in 
influence. 
7.6 Customers' attitudes toward national and store brand. 
Store brands are preferred for party wear, value for money, for colors, availability, 
daily wear, wrinkle free and performance whereas national brands preferred for self 
designs, stripes, checks, popularity, familiarity, adaptability to lifestyle, 
differentiation, design, special occasions, for all seasons. 
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7.7 Customers' preference for national brands vs. store brands. 
Like in previous case only city has significant influence and other demographic 
factors have no influence, as is revealed in chi square tests. Following points may be 
noted from cross tabulation. 
• Men are little more inclined towards national brands and women are little 
more inclined towards store brands in comparison to each other. 
• Respondents from Pune, Chennai and Mumbai have more preference to 
national brands than those from other cities. 
• Respondents from Delhi, Kolkata and Bangalore have low preference for 
national brands. 
• Respondents from Kolkata and Delhi are relatively more inclined towards 
store brands in comparison to those from other cities. 
• Store brand preference seems to increase with educational qualification. 
Highest preference is found with those who are professionally qualified. 
Indicating more acceptances of store brands among better educated. 
Data analysis indicates strong association between customers' buying pattern of 
national brands and store brands and customers' preference for national brands vs. 
store brands. A high level of significance is found between these two factors. This 
indicates congruence in the customers' response to related questions. 
7.8 Recommendations 
There are significant implications for marketers, merchandisers and retailers of 
national and store brands of menswear apparel from this study. 
• Awareness of the difference between national and store brands is strongly 
influenced by gender and the geography. Preferred shopping destination is 
significantly different in different geographical regions. For example 
respondents from Delhi region prefer exclusive outlets; those from Kolkata 
prefer multi brand outlets. Preference for exclusive outlets as a shopping 
destination is found more in high income groups and increases with the age 
group of the respondents. None of the demographic factors influence the 
nature of purchase decision. Gender, city and education influence buying 
pattern of national brands and store brands. The marketers of both national 
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brands and store brands need to take into cognizance of the fact that customers 
in different geographical regions are significantly different with respect to 
their buying behavior. National brands and store brands marketers follow 
uniform strategies across India. In view of these findings they need to adopt 
geographic specific marketing and merchandising strategies. 
Influence of display on buying decision, rating for display of national brands 
and store brands and rating for the sale assistance of national brands and store 
brands are significantly influenced by geographic region. While display is 
found to influence the buying decision of the customers in all cities except 
Kolkata, where respondents are more or less neutral to display. Respondents 
from Kolkata are neutral in their rating of display of national and store brands 
as well as sale assistance of national brands and store brands. Respondents 
from Delhi region have rated favorably for the display and sale assistance of 
national brands. Respondents from Mumbai have rated favorably the display 
and sale assistance of store brands. The marketers and retailers of national and 
store brands may take these findings into consideration and accordingly 
improve the display and sale assistance. While retailers of these brands in 
Kolkata may not invest more in display and rather find out some other ways of 
influencing the customers. 
Customers' perceptions of national brands and store brands attributes are 
found to be significantly influenced by geographical factor. Thus customers 
differ in their perceptions of national and store brands by geographical region. 
Similar finding is obtained with respect to customers' attitudes toward national 
and store brands. This is one of the major implications of this study. This 
clearly shows that the marketers and merchandisers of national and store 
brands need to understand the geographical and cultural milieu of the 
customers and accordingly formulate marketing and merchandising strategies. 
Uniform strategies for vast country like India are no more effective. 
Another major implication of the study is that the customers' have high 
priority for availability, value for money and price, be it a national brand or a 
store brand. The marketers, merchandisers and retailers of national and store 
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brands need to ensure availability right colors, designs and especially sizes at a 
competent price giving value for money. 
Advertising, display, convenience and family & friends found to be important 
in store brand purchase influence. The marketers of store brands may take 
these into consideration while planning their brand communication mix. 
Customers' attitudinal study reveal store brands are preferred for value for 
money, partywear, colors, availability, dailywear and wrinklefree, whereas 
national brands preferred for self designs, stripes, checks, popularity, 
familiarity adaptability to lifestyle, differentiation. These are significant 
implications for national and store brands. These implications may be taken 
seriously and consolidate on factors they are already strong and improve on 
factors where they are weak so that they can satisfy customers and face 
competition effectively. 
While the analysis of data shows that store brands are gaining acceptance, 
national brands are still strong in customers' mind space. Respondents from 
Kolkata and Delhi more favorably inclined to accept store brands in 
comparison with those from other cities. The buying pattern of national and 
store brands indicate that graduates are more inclined to buy store brands 
compared to more educated respondents. But when questioned on preference 
of national brands vs. store brands it is found that Store brands are better 
accepted among more educated. This means that there is more potential 
business from more educated customers than what it is now. This is a major 
implication for store brand marketers and they should devise strategies to 
encash this latent demand. These implications carry immense value for both 
national brands and store brands. Store brands marketers should realize that 
though store brands are gaining acceptance, national brands are still strongly 
entrenched in customers' mind space and need to evolve appropriate strategies 
to dislodge them. They need also to focus on geographical regions where store 
brands' acceptance is comparatively low. National brands marketers should 
now realize that their brands are going to face an intense competition in near 
future from store brands. Hence, they should devise strategies proactively. 
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7.9 Future Scope for further research: 
1. Research for a more in depth understanding of customers in different 
geographical regions of India. 
2. Further study on customers' expectation of brands in different geographical 
regions. 
3. Study on how the competition of national brands and store brand would affect 
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ACCEPTANCE OF NATIONAL BRANDS VERSUS STORE BRANDS IN 








Gender (Male or 
Female) 
Graduate ( ) Post graduate ( ) Professional ( ) 






2 1 - 2 5 





Tick the appropriate option 
Tick the appropriate option 







Are you aware of the difference between a National Brand and a Store 
Brand? 
Yes No 
(If you are aware of the difference then please proceed to the next question, if not, 
the researcher will tell you the difference and then continue with the next 
question) 











National Brands Store Brands 
4. Where do you purchase branded apparels from? 
a. Multi brand outlet (A place where all brands are sold) 
b. Exclusive outlet 
c. Factory Outlet 
d. Any other source, please specify 
5. How do you take brand purchase decision ? 
a. You have a Predetermined Brand in mind 
b. You buy on Impulse 
c. You buy after evaluation of all brands 
6. What is your buying pattern with respect to menswear shirt? 
a. You buy only National Brands 
b. You buy only Store Brands 
c. You buy both National and Store Brands 
d. You buy unbranded. 
7. For each of the following shirts purchase do you prefer to buy National 
Brand or Store Brand? Indicate your preference by tick mark. 





National Brand Store Brands Which brands? 
8. Please rate the importance of each of the following attributes, with 10 being the 


































Comfort Fabric Fits Price Exclusivity 1 
9. How will you rate the following attributes among national brands and Store 













10. A. How will you rate the display of a national brand and a Store Brands, on a 
scale of 1-10,10 being the best rated. 
Display National brand Store Brands 
B. Does display affect your buying decision? Yes/ No? 
11. If you have purchased Store Brands at any time, what influenced you most: 












Rank according to 
preference 
12. How will you rate the sale assistance of a national brand and that of a Store 
Brands on a scale of 1-10,10 being highest? 
Sale assistance 
Rating 
National Brand Store Brands 
13. Given everything else is equal between a Store Brand and a National Brand, 
which of the two you prefer? 
a. National Brand 
b. Store Brand 
14. Please tick the appropriate option for each of the following statements. 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to color 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to dark color 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to light color 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to white color 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to black color 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to blue color 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to designs 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to self designs 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to stripes 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to checks 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect of price 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to price of premium shirts 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to price of non-premium 
shirts 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to value for money 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : :Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to value for money in 
premium shirts 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to adaptability in life style 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to comfort 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to trust 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to familiarity 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to differentiation 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to benefits 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to quality 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to feel 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to looks 
Strongly Disagree: _: : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to recognition 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to popularity 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to performance 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to wrinkle free 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to summer collections 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to winter collections 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
National Brand is better than Store Brand in respect to all the seasons 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to party wear 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to office wear 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to daily wear 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to special occasions 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to availability 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to color combination 
Strongly Disagree : : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
Store Brand is better than National Brand in respect to life of cloth 
Strongly Disagree: : : : : : Strongly Agree 
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 
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City of the respondent * Perceived preference for color / print for 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Design/Style for 


















































































































































City of the respondent * Perceived preference for color / print for 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Design/Style for 






















































City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Exclusivity for 
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City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Exclusivity for 
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City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Exclusivity for 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for color / print for 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Design/Style 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Comfort for 











































City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Exclusivity for 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for color / print for 










City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Design/Style for 
























































City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Exclusivity for 





























































































































City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Fabric for Stop 
brand 










































City of the respondent * Perceived preference for color / pring for 
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City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Exclusivity for 
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City of the respondent * Perceived preference for Comfort for Marks 
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City of the respondent * Perceived rating for NB Variety 
Chi-Square Tests 





















































































































































































City of the respondent * SB is better than NB in blue color 
Chi-Square Tests 






























































































































































































































































































































City of the respondent * SB is better than NB in life of the cloth 
Chi-Square Tests 
Pearson Chi-Square 
Value 
70,395(a) 
df 
28 
Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided) 
.000 
